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Preface 
Problems of optiniality mider uncertainty occ\ir frequently in a wide variety' of real 
world problems in science, engineering and technology, which have probabilistic pa-
rameters, non- deterministic initial conditions, uncertain input situations and models 
based on incomplete knowledge. 
So. It gives birth to a mathematical programmhig problem with micertain parameters 
because the relevant data is insistent or scarce, difficult to obtain or to estimate, the 
system is subject to changes, and so forth, that is input parameters are uncertain. 
One of the best way to model such problems is known as Stochastic progranmiing. 
Stochastic progranmiing has been used in wide applications. Different model types 
and solution algorithms were developed, often taking advantage of increase in comput-
ing power. It is widely applied in many areas such as, agriculture, capacity planning, 
finance, forestry, military, production control and scheduling, sports, telecommuni-
cations, transportation etc. This dissertation entitled "Some Applications of 
Stochastic Programming" is submitted to Aligarh Muslim University. Aligarh. 
for the partial fulfillment of the degree of M.Phil.. 
This disvsertation consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 deals with introduction and 
history of O.R., basic definitions and concepts of optimization, mathematical pro-
grannning and it's classification with special emphasis on quadratic progrannning. 
fuzzy programming and stochastic programming. 
Chapter 2 deals with some important solution methods of stochastic programming 
problems with applications of stochastic programming in different fields. 
Chapter 3 deals with the study of classical knapsack problem, which is extended to 
stochastic quadratic knapsack with recourse where different elements of the knapsack 
problem formulation are subject to a degree of uncertainty described l)y random vari-
ables with quadratic objective function. 
IX 
Chapter 4 deals with the study of Probabihstic Quadratic Prograniniing in which 
some fuzzy parameters are introduced. In this chapter a new method for solving 
probabilistic quadratic prograniniing involving fuzzy parameters is discussed. Both 
randomness anci fuzziness are considered together within the quadratic programming 
framework. 
Chapter 5 deals with the study of a Multi-objective Stochastic Transportation Prob-
lem involving Normal Randomness. This cfiapter is concerned with the use of fuzzy 
programming technique to the objective function, and the stocluistic method have 
been applied for the randomness of sources and destination parameters in ineciuality 
type of constraints of multi-objective stochastic unbalanced transportation problem. 
Finally references are given at the end of the dissertation. 
Chapter 1 
Introduction and Basic Concepts 
1.1 Introduction 
Operations Research (OR) is a popular decision making science used by many 
organizations in various fields. Decision making is very important at every stage of 
life, one wrong step can make us to pay a big cost. In every organization whether it's 
a public or private, government or non-government, profit or non profit everywhere 
it is important to take a best decision among the better decisions. So, operations 
research provide us the facility for finding a best solution among better solutions, as 
it is the need of everyone. 
As the global environment becomes fiercely competitive, operations research has 
gained significance in apphcations. The growth of global markets and the resulting 
increase in competition have highlighted the need for operation research. To survive 
and lead the today's highly competitive and demand driven market, pressure is on 
management to make economical decisions. One of the essential managerial skills is 
ability to allocate and utilize resources appropriately in the eft'orts of achieving the 
optimal performance efficiently. In some cases such as small-scale low complexity 
environment, decision based on intuition with minimal quantitative basis may be rea-
sonably acceptable and practical in achieving the goal of the organization. However, 
for a large-scale system, both quantitative and qualitative (i.e. intuition, experience, 
common sense) analyses are required to make the most economical decisions. Using 
operations research techniques including hnear progrannning, discrete event simu-
lation and queueing theory, organization leaders can make high quality decisions. 
Operations managers are not expected to be experts in any decision science tools; 
however, he or she nmst have fundamental knowledge of such tools to acquire right 
resources and to make the most economically sounding decisions for the company as 
a whole. 
1.2 History and Development of Operations Re-
search 
The beginning of operations research takes place in the late 1930"s and has grown 
and expanded tremendously in it's theories and applications the last 40 years. It 
started in world war II, that the British army was detecting it's aircrafts through 
radar system. During this exercise of detecting aircrafts through radar system, the 
superintendent of exercise conclude that the operational achievements were not upto 
the mark. Then, after examining the faults he announced that although the exercise 
had demonstrated the technical feasibility of the radar system for detecting aircraft. 
its operational achievements were not up to what was reriuired he therefore proposed 
that a crash program of research into the operational - as opposed to the technical -
aspects of the system should begin. The term "Operational Research" was coined as 
a suitable description of this new branch of applied science. 
On 15th May 1940, with German forces advancing rapidly in France, stanmore 
research section was asked to analyze a French request for ten additional fighter 
squadrons. They prepared graphs for Winston Churchill (British Prime Minister), 
based upon a study of current daily losses and replacement rates, indicating how 
rapidly such a move would deplete fighter strength. No aircrafts were sent and most 
of those currently in France were recalled. This is held by some to be the most strate-
gic contribution to the course of the war made by operations research (as the aircraft 
and pilots saved were consequently available for the successful air defense of britain, 
tlie battle of britain). In 1941 Operational Research Section (ORS) was established 
in coastal command which was to carry out some of the most well-known OR work 
in world war II. Thus OR as a separate field of specialization was l)orn! 
In order to make the effective and efficient decisions, managers must have fundamental 
understanding of the decision science tools utilized in developing set of recommenda-
tions to choose from. The Operations research is usually the mathematical treatment, 
analysis of a process, problem, or operation to determine its purpose and effective-
ness and to gain maximum efficiency. The operations research technique is utilized 
by functional groups such as Industrial Engineering in effort to support Operations 
Managers to make economically feasible decisions on a range of systematic challenges. 
The main responsibilities of operations management are to manage and operate as 
efficiently and effectively as possible with the given resources. Quantitative methods 
which comprises of simulation, linear and nonlinear programming, queueing theory 
and stochastic modeling, are well-accepted techniques by both research and practice 
communities . 
Functional entities such as industrial or systems engineering use methodologies to 
provide feasible alternatives for operations managers to decide on. An important 
component of decision-making process is verifying anci validating alternatives, which 
typically involve decision makers, engineers or analysts. Growth of operations re-
search is to a large extent, the result of the widespread availability of computers. 
Most operations research involves carrying out a large number of numeric calcula-
tions and without computers this would simply not be possible. 
In India, operation research came into existence in 1949 when an operations re-
search unit was established at regional research laboratory, Hyderabad. Also Prof. 
R.S.Verma set up an operation research team at defences Science laboratory to solve 
problems of store, purchase and planning. During the 1950's there was substantial 
progress in the apphcation of operations research techniques for civiUau activities 
along with a great interest in the professional development and education in opera-
tion research. Many colleges and universities introduced operation research in their 
curricula. Tliey were generally schools of engineering, public administration, business 
management, applied mathematics, economics, computer science etc. 
In 1953. Prof. P.C. Mahalanobis established an operations research team in the In-
dian Statistical Institute. Calcutta to solve problems related to national planning and 
survey. In 1958, project scheduling techniques: PERT (Program Evaluation and Re-
view Technique) and CPM (Critical Path Method) were developed as efficient tools 
for scheduling and monitoring lengthy, complex and expensive projects of that time. 
The real development of Operations Research in the national field was carried out by 
Prof. Mohalanobis in India when he used it in national planning, operation research 
is also being used in Railway, waiting or queueing problems of passengers for tickets 
at booking windows or trains queueing up in marshalling yard, waiting to be sorted 
out are tackleci by various Operation Research techniques. 
1.3 Optimization Problem 
Man's longing for perfection finds expression in the theory of optimization. Optimiza-
tion is the process whereby we seek to find the best or optimal value of a problem's 
solution. 
Optimization means determining the best course of action amongst the different al-
ternatives available in a decision-making problem. It can be regarded as a process 
of finding the optimal value (the greatest or the smallest as the case may be) of a 
function (usually called the objective function) under a given set of circumstances 
(often called ''constraints''). Optimization can, thus, be viewed as a decision-making 
process or more specifically as one of the major quantitative tools in the network of 
decision-making, in which decisions have to be taken which optimize one or more of 
the specified objectives under the prescribed set of constraints. 
Optimization problems arise in almost every sphere of human activity. These occur in 
almost every engineering discipline such as civil, mechanical, electrical, teleconununi-
cation. chemical and biochemical, engineering design and manufacturing systems etc. 
These also occur in business administration, management and other econonnc and 
industry related fields. In fact, the newly developed optimization techniques are now 
being applied in every sphere of human activity where decisions have to be taken m 
some complex situation which can be represented by a mathematical model. 
1.3.1 General Optimization Problem Model 
The optimization problem is generally consists of a function,which is to be optimized 
under certain constraints or restrictions. In general the optimization problem is for-
mulated as a function / of n variables Xi,X2, • • • ,Xn written as. 
This function / (xi ,X2,. . . ,a;„) is known as objective function and the variables are 
known as decision variables. To find the optimum of the objective f\mctiou means to 
determine the values of the n variables, such that the function f{x) is either minimized 
or maximized. 
The variables X'l, X2, • . . , X'„ are usually restricted in some way. These restrictions arc 
represented in the form of equations known as constraints and are denoted by g, and 
are functions of n variables and are defined as follows; 
gi (xi, a;2,..., x„) < {or ^ or >) by 
g2 (xi, .T2: • • •, 3:„) < {or = or >) 62 
9m {Xl,X2, •••,Xn) < {oT = Or > ) 6,„ 
where bi,i = 1, 2 , . . . . m are known constants. Often the constraints are simple func-
tions, for example the non-negativity restrictions 
Xj > 0,j = 1,2, . . . , n 
1.3.2 Solving an Optimization Problem 
Solution of a real life optimization problem usually involves three phases: 
(i) Modeling phase 
(ii) Solution of the mathematical model 
(iii) Validation of the results and their implementation 
Out of these three, the first phase namely ''modeling phase" is the most vital one. 
An incorrect model yields an incorrect solution. However, the other two phases are 
also equally important as these provide the basis for obtaining the optimal solution 
and its implementation in the real life situation. 
In a majority of the cases, the real life optimization problem is available in descriptive 
form in words. It has to be transformed into a mathematical model in which one or 
more of the available techniques of optimization can be applied. In earlier days in view 
of the limited availability of the computational facilities, the trend was to introduce 
approximations and assumptions in the model, so that it could be conveniently solved 
using some well-known techniques of optimization. However, the solution of this 
modified and simplified model often did not meet the specifications of the actual end 
user. This was one of the main reason why initially the practical users were not 
so enthusiastic in using these methods. However, with the easy availability of fast 
computing facilities in the form of personal computers, and at the same time the 
development of more robust and efficient computational techniques of optimization, 
the scenario has now been changed. Solution of more realistic and complex problems 
can now be obtained in more or less their original form and in a relatively much 
shorter time span. 
There can be variety of mathematical models of real life optimization problems which 
are discussed in further sections. 
Now, before going to that we will first discuss some important mathematical concepts 
that are necessarily required to solve such problems and serves as a reference to the 
rest of the dissertation. 
Local (or relative) minimum of f(x): 
Let / (x) is defined on all points in the (^-neighbourhood of the point 3^ £ £„. x_o ^'^^^ 
be a local minimum of f{x) if there exists an e,0 < e < 5, such that f{x) > / (J :O) for 
all X in the e-neighbourhood of XQ. 
Figure 1.1: local and global maximum/minimum 
Global (or absolute) minimum, of f(x) 
Let f{x_) is defined over a closed set A^  C £•„. x* E. X will be the global niinimuni of 
fix) over X if f{x) > /(x*) for all XEX. 
Local (or relative) maximum of f(x) 
Let f{x) is defined on all points in the ^-neighbourhood of the point x^, e E^. x^^ will 
be a local maximum of f{x) if there exists an e,0 < e < 5,such that f{x) < /(zo) 
for all X in the e-neighbourhood of XQ. Figure (1.1) represents that the function has 
Local maximum at XI,X3,XG and xg,Local mininmm at a:2,X4 and a'y. 
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Global (or absolute) maximum of f(x) 
Let f{x) is defined over a closed set X <Z En- x* E X will be the global inaximum of 
{x) over X if f{x) < /(x*) for all x G X. 
Convex sets 
A set C is convex if the line segment between any two points in C lies in C, i.e. if 
for any Xi, 0:2 G C and any A with 0 < A < 1 we have 
A.Ti + (1 - \)X2 G C 
Concave sets 
A set C is concave if the line segment between any two points in C does not lies in 
C. i.e., if for any a'l. X2 G C and any A with 0 < A < 1 we have 
A.Ti + (1 - X)X2 3 C 
V,-.--^  
Figure 1.2: Some simple convex and nonconvex sets. Left. The hexagon, which 
includes its boundary, is convex. Middle. The kidney shaped set is not convex, since 
the line segment between the two points in the set shown as dots is not contained in 
the set. Right. The square contains some boundary points but not others, and is not 
convex. 
Convex and Concave functions 
A function f : R„ ^ R is convex if dom/ is a convex set and if for all x', y 6 dom/. 
and A with 0 < A < 1, we have 
/(Ax + (1 - X)y) < Xf{x) + (1 - A)/(y). (1.3,1) 
Geometrically, this inequality means that the line segment between {x,f{x)) and 
{y, / (y)) , which is the chord from x to y, lies above the graph of / as in figure (1.3). 
A function / is strictly convex if strict inequality holds in (1.3) whenever x ^ y and 
0 < A < 1. We say / is concave if - / is convex, and strictly concave if - / is strictly 
convex. Geometrically, if the line segment joining the two points lies ontirel} below 
or on the graph of / then it is Concave. 
A function is convex if and only if it is convex when restricted to any line that 
intersects its domain. In other words / is convex if and only if for all x G dom/ and 
all V, the function g{t) = f{x + tv) is convex (on its domain, t\x + tv 6 dom/). 
This property is very useful, since it allows us to check whether a function is convex 
by restricting it to a line. 
( • ^ - / ( ^ ) ) 
Figure 1.3: Graph of a convex function. The chord (i.e., line segment) between any 
two points on the graph lies above the graph. 
Quadratic Forms 
Definition: The function Q{x) of n-variables x = {xi,X2, • • • .Xn)^ is said to be 
quadratic form if 
// /( 
'^^^^ = I ] Z ! "^-^'-''J V ?: = 1,2, . . . , 77?; J = 1, 2 , . . . , n (1.3.2) 
7 = 1 7 = 1 
In matrix notations Q(x) = x^Dx, where D = {{d,j)), without loss of generahty we 
can assume that D is symmetric. 
Types of Quadratic forms 
A quadratic form Q{x) — x^Dx is said to be; 
1. Positive defimte if x^Dji > 0 for all x 7^  0. 
2. Positive semi definite if x^Dx > 0 for all x and there exists at least one x^Q 
such that x^Dx = 0. 
3. Negative definite if —x^Dx is positive definite. 
4. Negative semi definite if —x^D-ii is positive semi definite. 
5. Indefinite if it does not fall in any of the above four categories. 
Some Properties of Quadratic forms 
• A positive semi definite quadratic form is a convex function. 
• A negative semi definite quadratic form is a concave function. 
• A positive definite quadratic form is a Strictly convex function. 
• A negative definite quadratic form is a Strictly concave function. 
• The definiteness of a quadratic form is invariant under non-singular linear trans-
formation. 
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• Every quadratic form can be reduced to a form containing square terms onh-
by a non-singular transformation. 
• If x^Dx_ is positive definite there exists a non-singular transformation. 
Y = XXii such that x^Dx -^ V^Y = yj + y^ + ... + yl-x^Dx 
• The necessary and sufficient condition that a real quadratic form x^Dx_ is pos-
itive definite is that di > 0 V ? = 1,2. . . . , n. 
where 
dn ••• c?22 
di = 
dn ... d,, 
1.4 Mathematical Programming 
Optinhzation problems can be classified as either discrete or continuous optimization 
problems. In discrete optimization problem some or all the variables are restricted 
to be integers. While in continuous optinhzation problems solution values of the n 
variables can be any real number. 
Continuous optimization can be further classified as constrained and unconstrained 
optinhzation. An unconstrained optinhzation problem is one whose objective is nhn-
imized or maximized without regard to any of the constraint. While in constrained 
optimization optimal solution of objective function is obtained requiring that the con-
straints are satisfied by the obtained solution. 
Mathematical programming problems are constrained optimization problems. 
Mathematical programming is concerned with finding optimal solutions to the prob-
lems of decision making under linhted resources to meet the desired objectives. 
The mathematical prograinnhng problem (MPP) can be fornmlated as: 
Max(Min): Z = f{x)^ (1.4.1) 
subject to, gi{x) < {or ^or>)bi V ?; = 1,. . ., 711 (1-4.2) 
and x>0 (1.4.3) 
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where x = (a'l, 2:2,... , x,,)^ is an n-coiiiponeiit vector of variables, f{x) and gi{x) are 
functions of /(-variables (xi,.7:2 x^y and bi are known constants. Furthermore 
one and only one of the signs <, = and > holds for each constraint. 
Depending upon the nature of the objective function f{x) the functions gi{x) in 
the constraints and other restrictions on the variable vector x the MPP may be 
classified under different headings. Although no single technique has been found to 
be universally applicable for almost all classes. Some important classes are listed 
below:* 
1. Linear programming 
2. Non-linear programming 
3. Quadratic programming 
4. Dynamic programming 
5. Integer programming 
G. Stochastic prograuuuing 
7. Goal programming 
7. Parametric programming 
8. Chance constrained progrannning 
9. Geometric programming 
10. Separable progrannning 
11. Fuzzy programming etc. 
*Note that all of these cla.sHes are not mutually exclusive 
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1.4.1 Linear Programming 
Linear progTamming was developed in 1947 by George B. Dantzig, Marshall Wood, 
and their associates, as a tool for finding optimal solutions to military planning prob-
lems for the United States Air Force. The early applications were primarily limited 
to problems involving military operations, such as military logistics problems, mil-
itary transportation problems, procurement problems, and other related fields. In 
addition, linear programming was apphed to interindustry economic problems. The 
uses of hncar programming range from the government sector to agricultural, busi-
ness and industrial sectors. Its uses can also be found in economic theory, dietetics. 
industrial engineering, and applied mathematics. Linear progrannning is a mathe-
matical progrannning technique most closely associated with operations research and 
management science. In business, linear programming is used for finding the optimal 
uses of the firm's hmited resources. A hncar programming problem is often referred 
to as an allocation problem because it deals with allocation of resources to alternative 
uses. Linear programming involves the formulation and solution of a class of busi-
ness problems by the optimization of a hnear mathematical function subject to hncar 
inequalities. Here the term linear has a specific meaning. The mathematical formu-
lation of linear programming problem for a decision variables and in side constraints 
is as follows: 
Max: F = ciXi + C2X2 + • • • + c„a'„ 
subject to, aiiXi + 0120:2 + ... + Ci„x„ < bj 
021X1 + 022^2 -I- . . . -I- a2„Xn < 62 
(1.4.4) 
a„i iXi -t- am2X2 + . • • + a„j„Xa < brn 
and Xi > 0, a,-2 > 0 , . . . , x-„ > 0 
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where. 
a^j.bj.Cj = given constants 
Xj = decision variables 
m = no. of side constraints 
n = no. of decision variables. 
The above problem is formulated in a more general form: 
n 
Max: F = 'Y^CjX.j (1.4.5) 
n 
subject to, y^^arjXj < b, V i = 1, 2 , . . . , m, (1.4.6) 
and Xj>0 \f j = L2, . . . . n (1.4.7) 
In a similar way, the minimization problem is stated in the form: 
n 
Mim F = 5^c,2v (1.4.8) 
n 
subject to, 2_]^ij'-^j — i^ V i = 1, 2 , . . . . m, (1.4.9) 
and Xj>0 V j = 1,2, . . . , n (1.4.10) 
The basic difference between tfie maximization and the minimization problems in 
linear prograumiing is found in the signs of the inequalities of the side constraints. 
The side constraints are expressed by " <" sign in maximization problem; where as 
those of the minimization problem arc expressed by the " >" sign. 
1.4.2 Non-Linear Programming 
In linear programming it was assumed that there must exist a linear relationship 
among all decision variables. However, in many real life problems the assumption of 
linearity may not exist. For example, the sales prices or sales quantities may decrease 
as sales volume increases production cost may increase or decrease with changes in 
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certain factors such as marginal productivity of productive factors. As a result, the 
objective function and/or one or more of the constraints will have non-linear relation-
ships among decision variables. Non-linearity can also arise when any of the cost (jr 
profit coefficients in a linear programming model is a random variable. 
Like linear Programming, non-linear programming is a mathematical technique for 
determining the optimal solutions to many business problems. In a non-linear pro-
gramming problem, either the objective function is non-linear, or one or more con-
straints have non-linear relationship or both. 
Interest in nonlinear programming problems developed sinmltaneously with the grow-
ing interest in linear programming. In the absence of general algorithms for XLPP, it 
lies near at hand to explore the possibilities of approximate solution by linearization. 
The nonlinear functions of a mathematical programming problem were replaced by 
piecewise linear functions, these approximations may be expressed in such a way that 
the whole problem is turned into linear programming. 
Kulm and Tucker[l] published an important paper non-linear programming, deal-
ing with necessary and sufficient conditions for optimal solutions to programming 
problems, which laid the foundations for a great deal of later work in non-linear pro-
gramming. 
A mathematical programming problem in which all the involved functions are not lin-
ear is called a Non-linear programming problem (NLPP). The mathematical model 
of an NLPP may be given as: 
Max(Min): / (x i ,X2 , . . . ,x„) (1.4.11) 
subject to, gi{xi,X2, • • •, x„) < {or = or >)bi V i = 1, 2 , . . . , m, (1.4.12) 
and Xj > 0 V j = l , 2 . . . . , n (1.4.13) 
where / (x i ,X2 , . . . ,x„) and gi{xi,X2, • • • ,x„) are real valued function of /; decision 
variables and at least one of these is non-linear. Several methods have been developed 
for solving non-linear programming problems. 
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1.5 Quadratic Programming 
Quadratic programming (QP) deals with a special class of mathematical programs 
in which a quadratic function of the decision variables is required to be optimized 
(i.e. either minimized or maximized) subject to linear equality and/or inequality con-
straints. 
Let X = (a:i,a,-2,... ,Xn) denote the colunm vector of decision variables. In math-
eumtical programming, it is standard practice to handle a problem requiring the 
maximization of a function f{x} subject to some constraints l)y minimizing -f{x) 
subject to the same constraints. Both problems have the set of optinmm solutions. 
Because of this, we restrict our discussion to minimization problems. 
A quadratic function is the simplest nonlinear function, and hence they have always 
served as model functions for approximating general nonlinear functions by local 
models (through Taylor series and other such approximations). Hence, quadratic 
progranuning models serve as a bridge between linear progranmiing and nonhnear 
programming models. 
The general quadratic program can be written as 
Miu: f{x) = cx +-x'^Qx (1.5.1) 
subject to, yla; < f; (1.5.2) 
and x>0 (1.5.3) 
where c is an n-dimensional row vector describing the coefficients of the linear terms in 
the objective function. |x^Qa: represents the quadratic part of the objective function 
and Q is {n x n) positive definite symmetric matrix describing the coefficients of the 
quadratic terms. 
As in linear programming, the decision variables are denoted by the r;.-dimensional 
cohmm vector x, and the constraints are defined by an (r?? x n) matrix A and an m-
dimensional colunm vector b of right-hand-side coeflticients. We assume that a feasible 
solution exists and that the constraint region is bounded. 
When the objective function f{x) is strictly convex for all feasible points the problem 
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has a unique local iniiiinium which is also the global luiuiinuni. A sufficient condition 
to guarantee strictly convexity is for Q to be positive definite. 
In quadratic programming problem the structural relation among the varial)les is 
assumed to be known. Our aim is to determine the optimal policies subject to the 
known structural restrictions and the condition of nonnegativity of the variables. The 
real problem situations do not allow the variables to have negative values. As implied. 
the optimum solution point either maximizes or minimizes some linear or nonlinear 
combination of the decision variables. 
Although quadratic programming problems call for the determination of a global 
optimum, numerical techniques will, in general, lead to a local optimum. On the more, 
it is not possible to determine if a local optimum is really a global optimum. E\'en if 
it could be done, quadratic progrannning procedures have no way of proceeding from 
a local optimum to a global optirrmm. 
Fortunately, mathematical tools have been developed to establish the coincidence of 
the local and global optima and a number of computational procedures have been 
framed for finding a global optimum for quadratic programming problems for tliosc 
ctuses where it is known that any local optimum is also a global optinmm. 
1.5.1 Classification of Quadratic Programs 
Quadratic Programs can be classified into the following types; 
• Unconstrained quadratic minimization problem is one that requires the mini-
mization of a quadratic function Q{-x) over the whole space R" with no con-
straints. 
• Equality constrained quadratic minimization problem is one that requires the 
minimization of a cjuadratic function Q{x) subject to Hnear equality constraints 
on the variables, Ax_ = b. These equations can be used to eliminate some 
variables by expressing them in terms of the others, and thereby transform the 
problem into an unconstrained one in the remaining variables. Thus, these 
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problems are inatheinatically equivalent to (and can be solved by techniques 
similar to those of) unconstrained quadratic minimization problems. 
• Inequality constrained quadratic minimization problem is one that requires the 
uiiuimization of a quadratic function Q[x) subject to linear ineciuality con-
straints Bx_ > d, and possibly bounds on individual variables / < 3; < t(-. and 
may be some equality constraints /la; = b. 
• Bound constrained quadratic minimization problem is one that requires the min-
imization of a quadratic function Q{x) subject only to bounds (lower and/or 
upper) on the variables. 
1.5.2 Convex Quadrat ic Programming 
Convex quadratic progrannning is an important class of convex programs in which 
the objective function is quadratic and convex and the constraints are linear. The 
objective function may be a sum of a linear form and a convex quadratic form and 
hence is also convex. The standard formulation is the following: 
Min: f{x) = cr + x^Dx^ 
subject to, ^3; = 6 > (1.5.4) 
and x > 0 
where c is a row vector with n components, D is an n x n symmetric matrix, b an 
77?-vector and A is an vi x n coefficient matrix. If D is positive semi definite or more 
precisely, if / is a convex function over the convex set of feasible solutions 
S = {x\Ax^b,x>0) (1.5.5) 
Then (1.5.4)is called a convex quadratic programming problem. 
The hyper surface given by Ax_ = b and x = 0 are called boundary surfaces of the 
convex constraint set. The convex quadratic program is feasible if S is not empty. A 
feasible point 3: is a boundary point if it lies on at least one of the boundary hyper 
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surfaces. Else, if gi{x) < bi and a,-, > 0 V i,j then it is an interior point of the convex 
constraint set. 
The convex quadratic program is solvable if / (x ) is bounded over S and achieves its 
niininiuni in S. A feasible point x* that minimizes f{x_) is a solution or optimal point. 
i-e. f{x*) <f{x) ^ xeS. 
If S is closed, bounded and nonempty, then there exists at least one solution. If S is 
not bounded, the boundedness of / (x) over S is not enougli for a convex quadratic 
program to be solvable. 
1.5.3 Concave Quadratic Programming 
The concave quadratic programming is an important class of mathematical program-
ming problems in wrhich the objective function is quadratic and concave and the 
constraints are linear. The objective function may be the sum of a linear and a 
concave quadratic form and hence is concave. 
1.5.4 Karush-Kuhn-Tucker Conditions 
In this section wc will discuss about Kuhn-Tucker conditions also known as Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker conditions.We now specialize the general first-order necessary conditions 
to the quadratic program. These conditions are sufficient for a global minimum when 
Q is positive definite; otherwise, the most we can say is that they are necessary. 
Excluding the nonnegativity conditions, the Lagrangian function for the quadratic 
program is 
L{x, i£) = cx + -x^Qx + iJ.{Ax - b) 
where ^ is an r;i-dimensional row vector. The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions for a 
local mininmm are given as follows. 
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£. 
OL 
OXj . ,71 
c + QJF + /i.4 > 0 
dL 
dx.j 
'•(c^ + Qx + A^n) 
• , n 
= 0 
dL ^ 
T ^ < 0 , ? = 1 , . . . , ? ; 7 
> id) (1-5.6) 
Xj>0,J = l,....n 
x>{) 
To put (a)-(f) into a more manageable form we introduce nonnegative surplus vari-
ables y G R" to the inequalities in (a) and nonnegative slack variables v e R'" to the 
inequalities in (b) to obtain the equations 
c^ + Qx + A^^ -y = 0 and Ax-b + v = 0. 
The KKT conditions can now be written with the constants moved to the right-hand 
side. 
Qx + A^^ -y_= ~c^ (a) 
Ax + v = b. [b) 
(1.5.7) 
x>0,li>0,y>0,v>0 (c) 
y^2l = 0, /iiz = 0 (d) 
The first two expressions are linear equalities, the third restricts all the variables to 
be nonnegative, and the fourth prescribes complementary slackness. The simplex 
algorithm can be used to solve (a)-(d) by treating the complementary slackness con-
ditions (d) implicitly with a restricted basis entry rule. The procedure for setting up 
linear progrannning model follows. Let the structural constraints be Eqs. (a) and 
(b) defined by the KKT conditions. If any of the right-hand-side values are negative, 
multiply the corresponding equation by -1 . 
• Add an artificial variable to each equation. 
• Let the objective function be the sum of the artificial variables. 
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• Put the resultant problem into simplex form. 
The goal is to find the solution to the linear program that minimizes the sum of the 
artificial variables with the additional requirement that the complementarily slack-
ness conditions be satisfied at each iteration. If the sum is zero, the solution will 
satisfy (a)-(d). To accommodate (d), the rule for selecting the entering variable must 
be modified with the following relationships in mind. 
Xj and yj are complementary for j = 1 , . . . ,r( and ji^ and Vi are complementary for 
i = 1 , . . . ,77?. The entering variable will be the one whose reduced cost is most neg-
ative provided that its complementary variable is not in the basis or would leave the 
basis on the same iteration. At the conclusion of the algorithm, the vector x defines 
the optimal solution and the vector n defines the optimal dual variables. 
This approach has been shown to work well when the objective function is positive 
definite, and requires computational effort comparable to a linear programming prob-
lem with {m + n) constraints, where m is the number of constraints and n is the 
number of variables in the QP. Positive semi-definite forms of the objective function, 
though, can present computational difficulties. Van De Panne[2] presents an extensive 
discussion of the conditions that will yield a global optimum even when / (x) is not 
positive definite. The simplest practical approach to overcome any difficulties caused 
by semi-definiteness is to add a small constant to each of the diagonal elements of Q 
in such a way that the modified Q matrix becomes positive definite. Although the re-
sultant solution will not be exact, the difference will be insignificant if the alterations 
kept small. 
1.5.5 Duality in Quadratic Programming 
The role of dual programs in QPP is not as significant as in linear progranuning tlue 
to the lack of symmetry. The dual quadratic programs can be obtained by using K-T 
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conditions. Consider the QPP: 
Max: f{xj = cx_ + x_ Da; 
subject to. Ax^ = b 
and X > 0. j 
We call (1.5.8) as the primal problem. 
The Lagrangian form associated with (1.5.8) is 
0(2:, X) = CX + x^Dx + \^{b - Ax). 
Applyhig K-T conditions to (1.5.8) we get; 
1. V,J){x, A) < 0 = = > A^ - 2Dx > 0, 
2. £V.^(^{x,\)=Q ==>cx + T^Dx=^ X^b-x^Dx, 
3. 3 ;>0 , 
4. V,<f>{x,X) = 0 
From (ii) and (iv) ^(ai. A) can be written as 
V^0(a:,A) = X^b-jy^Dx. 
The dual of the QPP (1.5.8) can now be defined as: 
Min: V^0(a;,A) 
subject to,Vx0(3:,A) < 0 
and a,' > 0. 
==> Ax = b. 
— - } 
which is equivalent to: 
Min: XFb-fDx^F{:x,>^ 
subject to, A^X - 2Dx > 0 
and 3: > 0. 
:i.5.8) 
;i.5.9) 
(1.5.10) 
(1.5.11) 
If D is a null matrix the dual program agrees with the duality in hnear programming. 
It can be seen that: 
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1. If the feasible domain is empty for one problem (primal/dual) then either the 
feasible domain is empty for the other problem or the objective function is not 
bounded over the feasible domain. If the objective function is not bounded over 
the feasible domain for one problem, then the feasible domain is empt}- for the 
other problem. 
2. If the primal problem has the solution then the dual also has a solution and the 
optimal values of the two objective functions are same. The converse is true 
only if D is strictly definite. 
1.6 Multi-Objective Programming 
After the development of the simplex method by Dantzig for solving linear program-
ming problems, various aspects of single objective mathematical programming have 
been studied quite extensively. It was however, realized that almost every real life 
problem involves more than one objective. Multi objective programming is a pow-
erful mathematical procedure and applicable in decision making to a wide range of 
problems in the government organizations, non-profitable organizations and private 
sector etc. 
A multiple objective linear programming model with objectives functions can be 
stated as follows: 
Max(Min): {h{X)J,{X),....f,{X)} (l.G.l) 
subject to X € S (1.G.2) 
where f-,{X) V i = 1, 2, ...,;> is a linear function of decision variable X tmd S is the 
set of feasible solutions. The ideal solution for a multiple objective linear program-
ming problem would be to find that feasible set of decision variables X, which would 
optimize the individual objective function of the problem simultaneously. Howe\'er. 
with the confiicting objectives in the models, a feasible solution that optimizes one ob-
jective may not optimize any of the other remaining objective functions. This means 
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that what is optimal in terms of one of the p objectives is generally not optimal for 
the other [p-l] objectives i.e.. multiple objective optimization has no way in which 
we may optimize all the objectives simultaneously. 
A number of methodologies have been developed to handle the problem of nmltiple 
objectives. Methods of multi-objective optimization can be classified in many ways 
according to criteria. They are categorized into two relatively distinct subsets: gen-
erating methods and preference-based method. In generating methods, the set of 
parcto optimal (or efficient) solutions is generated for the decision maker, who then 
chooses one of the alternatives. In preference-based methods, the preferences of the 
decision maker are taken into consideration as the solution process goes on. and the 
solution that best satisfies the decision maker's preferences is selected. Infact there is 
no universally accepted definition of "optimum" in multiple objective optimizations 
as in single objective optimization, which makes it difficult to even compare results 
of one method to another. Normally the decision about what the "best" answer is 
corresponds to the so-called human decision maker Coello [3]. 
1.7 Stochastic Programming 
Stochastic programming is a framework for modeling optimization problem that in-
volve uncertainty, wherea^i deterministic optimization problems are fornmlated with 
known parameters. Stochastic progranuning models are similar in style but take ad-
vantage of the fact that probability distributions governing the data are known or 
can be estimated. 
Beginning with the seminal work of Beale [37], Bellman [40]. Bellman and Zadeh [18], 
Charnes and Cooper [39], Dantzig and Tintner [41], optimization under uncertainty 
has experienced rapid development in both theory and algorithms. For detail infor-
mation related to stochastic optimization, there are many recent text books of Birge 
and Louveaux [43], Kail and Wallace [42], and Zinmierman [16]. 
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A stochastic linear programming problem can be stated as: 
Max: /(x-) = 5 ^ c , x , (1.7.1) 
n 
subject to, 2_.(^ij^j < ^i V ?• = 1,2 ...,777 (1 •7.2) 
7 = 1 
andxj > 0 V j = L 2 . . . . , n (1.7.3) 
where c .^ Oi^  and h are random variables. 
1.8 Fuzzy Programming 
In some situations the decision maker does not think the connnonly used probability 
distribution is always appropriate, especially when the information is vague, relat-
ing human language and behavior, imprecise or ambiguous system data or when the 
information could not be described and defined well due to limited knowledge and 
deficiency in its understanding. Such type of uncertainties can be categorize as fuzzi-
ness. 
A system with vague and ambiguous information is so-called a soft one in which the 
structure is ill-defined and it reflects human subjectivity and ambiguity/imprecision. 
It cannot be formulated and solved effectively by traditional mathematics-based opti-
mization techniques nor probabihty-based stochastic optimization approaches. How-
ever, fuzzy set tlieory[14] [15] which was developed by Zadeh in 19G0's and fuzzy 
optimization techniques [16] [17] provide a useful and efficient tool for modelling and 
optimizing such systems. Modelling and optimization under a fuzzy environment is 
called fuzzy modelling and fuzzy optimization. 
Hence Mathematical Programming Problems under fuzzy enviornment is known as 
Fuzzy mathematical programming (FMP) problems. 
Fuzzy mathematical progrannning (FMP) problems also known as constrained fuzzy 
optimization problems.The study on the theory and methodology of the fuzzy opti-
mization has been active since the concept of fuzzy decision and the decision model 
under fuzzy environments were proposed by Bellman and Zadeh in 1970's[18]. Various 
models and approaches to fuzzy linear programming[19]-[20], fuzzy multi-objective 
programming[2l],[22], fuzzy integer programming[23],[24]. fuzzy dynamic programming[25], 
possibilistic linear progrannning[26]-[29]and fuzzy nonlinear progrannning[30]-[33] have 
been developed over the years by many researchers. 
Classification of the PYizzy Mathematical programming prob-
lems 
It can be generally expressed in the following forms: 
Max: / ( i \ r ) (1.8.1) 
subject to. X e C = ^x e X,gi{x,s)<OJ = 1,2, . . . , m | (1.8.2) 
In this case, the domain C may be fornmlated as crisp system of constraints or 
fuzzy system of constraints in terms of fuzzy equations, fuzzy inequalities, inequali-
ties/equations with fuzzy coefficients, whereas the f{x, r) may be cither a crisp objec-
tive function or an objective function with fuzzy coefficients. The goal of the problem, 
Co- is expressed by Max: f{x.r), which may be a fuzzy goal denoted by Max or a 
crisp one. 
Recently many methods have been proposed for classifying fuzzy mathematical pro-
gramming. Zinnnermann[34] classified the fuzzy mathematical programming into 
synunetric and asynnnetric models. Luliandjula[35] categorized the fuzzy mathe-
matical progrannning into flexible progrannning, fuzzy stochastic progrannning and 
mathematical programming with the fuzzy coefficients. Inuiguchi and Ramik[36] fur-
ther classified the fuzzy mathematical progrannning into the following three categories 
in view of the kinds of uncertainties involved in the problems: 
• fuzzy mathematical progrannning with vagueness, i.e. flexible progrannning; 
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• fuzzy mathematical programming with ambiguity, i.e. possibihstic program-
ming; and 
• fuzzy mathematical programming with vagueness and ambiguity, i.e. robust 
programming. 
The classification of the fuzzy mathematical progranmiing problems also depend on 
what and where the fuzziness are involved. The fuzziness may emerge in the following 
possible ways: 
(a) fuzzy goal, i.e. the goal which is expressed vaguely, and usually with an aspiration 
level, and the target value of the objective function has some leeway, e.g. the 
target value of the objective function /(a:, r) is achieved as "maxinmm" as 
possible. 
(b) fuzzy constraints, which represent the system of constraints with tolerances or 
elasticities in terms of < ,= or >. 
(c) fuzzy coefficients in the objective function and/or the system of constraints. 
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Chapter 2 
Stochastic Programming 
2.1 Introduction 
Stochastic programming is an increasingly popular modeling framework. Instead 
of treating the future as a certainty with known data as in classical optimization, 
stochastic programming incorporates information from a spectrum of possible future 
events and designs strategics which are optimal overall. Stochastic progranmung 
began in the mid-1950s, and was one of the motivations for Dantzigs seminal work 
on linear programming. 
Stochastic programming is an approach for modeling optimization problems that 
involve uncertainty. Whereas deterministic optimization problems are fornnilated 
with known parameters, real world problems almost invariably include parameters 
which are unknown at the time a decision should be made. When the parameters 
are uncertain, but assumed to lie in some given set of possible values, one uhghl 
seek a solution that is feasible for all possible parameter choices and optimizes a 
given objective function. Such an approach might make sense for example when 
designing a least-weight bridge with steel having a tensile strength that is known 
only to within some tolerance. Stochastic programming models are similar in style 
but try to take advantage of the fact that probability distributions governance the 
data made repeatedly in essentially the same circumstances, and the objective is to 
come up with a decision that will perform well on average. An example would be 
designing truck routes for daily milk delivery to customers with random demand. 
Here probability distributions (e.g. of demand) could be estimated from data that 
have l)een collected over time. The goal is to find some policy that is feasible for all 
(or almost all) the possible parameter a realization and optimizes the expectation of 
some function of the decisions and the random variables. 
A Stochastic linear programming problem can be stated as: 
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Min: f{X) = ex = ^c^rf^ (2.1.1) 
subject to, Ajx = ^ a.jXj > h, V ?: = 1, 2 . . . . , m (2.1.2) 
. 7 = 1 
and Xj>0 V j = 1, 2 , . . . , n (2.1.3) 
where some or all the coefficients Cj.Qi-j and 6;, are random variables with known 
probability distribution. The decision variables Xj are assumed to he deterministic 
for simplicity. Several methods are available for solving the problem stated in equa-
tions (2.1.1) to (2.1.3). However only two methods, namely, the two stage stochastic 
programming technique and chance-constrained progrannning the technique are dis-
cussed here. 
2.1.1 Two Stage Technique 
The most widely applied and studied stochastic Programming programs are two stage 
linear programs. This problem is studied in a number of papers published by King and 
Rockafellar [44], Romisch and Schultz [45] [46], Shapiro [47] [48]. Quantitative couti-
rmity results of solution sets to two-stage stochastic programs with respect to suit-
able distances of probability metvsures are obtained by Romisch and Schultz [45] [46]. 
Asymptotic properties of statistical estimators of values and solutions to stochastic 
programs are derived by King and Rockafellar [44] and Shapiro [47] [48]. In this prob-
lem the decision maker takes some action in the first stage, after which a random 
event occurs afi'ecting the outcome of the first stage decision. A recourse decision can 
then be made in the second stage that compensates for any bad effects that might 
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have been experienced as a result of a first stage decision. Tlie optimal policy from 
such a model is a single first stage policy and a collection of recourse decisions (a 
decision rule) defining which second stage action should be taken in response to eacli 
random outcome. 
Tfie two-stage Programming technique is one, which converts a stocfia^stic linear pro-
gramming problem into an equivalent deterministic problem. This is accomplished at 
the expanse of increasing the size of the problem. For simplicity, we assume that only 
the elements 6,, arc probabilistic. This means that the variable 6,, is not precisely 
known, but its probability distribution function, with a finite mean b, ,known tcj us. 
In this case, it is impossible to find a vector x in such a way that Ajgi will be greater 
than or equal to bi, V ?' = 1, 2 , . . . , m for whatever the value 6,, takes. In fact, the 
difference between Ajx^ and 6, will itself be a random variable, whose probal>ility 
distribution function depend son the value of x chosen. 
One can now think of associating a penalty for violation, we might get for the con-
straints. In this case, we can think of minimizing the sum of cx_ and the expected 
value of the penalty. One choice is to assume a constant penalty cost of p, for violat-
ing the i*'' constraint by one unit. 
Thus, the total penalty is given by the expected (mean) value of the sum of the 
m 
individual penalties. >j£'(p,2/j) where E is the expectation and i/i is defined as 
? = i 
y, = b,-Ajx (2.1.4) 
y.,;>0 Vi = l , 2 , . . . , m (2.1.5) 
Hence, we can add the mean total penalty cost to the original objective function and 
write the new optimization problem as: 
Min: ex + E ( P ^ y ) (2.1.G) 
subject to. Ax + BY = b (2.1.7) 
x>0,Y>0 (2.1.8) 
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/ o.\ 
where P = 
Pi 
P2 
fy^\ 
y2 
Y = and B = I = Identity matrix of order in. 
\PmJ \ymj 
Notice tliat penalty term In equation (2.1.6) will be deterministic quantity in terms 
of the expected values of y,;,^^. 
To convert the problem stated in Equations (2.1.4) to (2.1.8) to a fully determinis-
tic one, the probabilistic constraints, Equation (2.1.7), have to be written cither in 
a deterministic form like yi = bi—Ajx or interpreted as a two-stage problem a« follows: 
First Stage: First estimate or guess the vector b and find the vector x by solving 
the problem stated in Equations (2.1.1) to (2.1.3). 
Second Stage: Then observe the value of b and hence it's discrepancy from the 
previous guess vector, and find the vector Y = Y{b,x_) by solving the second 
stage problem: 
Find Y which 
Minimizes P^Y 
subject to, yi = bi — Afx V i = 1, 2, 
a n d y i > 0 V i - 1 , 2 , 
,777 (2.1.9) 
where 6, and a; are known now. 
Thus, the two-stage formulation can be interpreted to mean that a non-negative vector 
X nmst be found (here and now) before the actual values of 6, V i = 1,2 ,m are 
known, and that when they are known, a recourse Y must be found by solving the 
second stage problem of equation (2.1.9). Hence, a general two-stage problem can be 
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stated as follows: 
Mill: cx + E[7niny{P^Y)] 
subject to, Ax + BY>b } (2.1.10) 
and x>0, Y >0 
where 6 is a random m dimensional vector with known probability distribution F{b) 
and probability density function dF{b) = f{b) . The following assumptions arc gen-
erally made to solve this problem. 
(i) The penalty cost vector P is a known deterministic vector, and 
(ii) There exists a non empty convex set S consisting a nonnegative sohition vectors 
X such for each b. there exist a solution vector Y{b) so that the pair [x_,Y{b)] is fea-
sible.The second assumption is called the assumption of permanent feasibility. By 
defining, 
D = [A,B] Q = i ^ l a n d Z(b) = i " i (2.1.11) 
(Pj \Y(b)j 
The two-stage problem states in equation (2.1.10) can be expressed as: 
Min: / Q^Z{b)f{b) = Expected Cost 
subject to. £)Z(6) > fe ) (2.1.12) 
and Z(6) > 0 V 6 
2.1.2 Chance Constrained Technique 
Although two-stage stochastic linear programs are often regarded as the classical 
.stochastic programming-modeling paradigm, the discipline of stochastic programiniiig 
has grown and broadened to cover a wide range of models and solution approaches. 
Applications are widespread, from finance to fisheries management. An alternative 
modeling approach uses so-called Chance constraints. These do not require that 
our decisions are feasible for (almost) every outcome of the random parameters, but 
require feasibility with at least some specified probability. 
As the name indicates, chance constrained programming technique is one which can 
be used to solve problems involving chance constraints, that is, constraints having 
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finite probability of being violated . This chance constrained progrannning permits 
the constraints to be violated by a specified (small) probability whereas the two- stage 
programming does not permit any constraint to be violated. 
Chance constrained progrannning was fornmlated originally by Charnes. Cooper and 
Symoads[49] and Charnes and Cooper[39] and has since been further developed and 
applied by Charnes and Cooper[50][51), Charnes Cooper and Thompson [52] [53], Bel 
Israel [54], Kataoka [55]. Kirby [56], Naslund [57], Naslund and Whinston [58], Van 
Dc Panne and Popp [59] and Miller and Wagner [60]. 
In chance constrained progrannning, the stochastic linear progrannning problem is 
stated as follows: 
/( 
Min: f{X) = Y^c^Xj (2.1.13) 
.7 = 1 
subject to, P 
. j = i 
> p , . V i = l , 2 , . . . , m (2.1.14) 
and.T: j>0 V j = l ,2, . . . ,H (2.1.15) 
where Cj,a^.j and b^ are random variables and pi are specified probabilities. Notice 
that Equation (2.1.14) indicate that the ?'"' constraint, 
n 
J^a„x^<6, (2.1.16) 
has to be satisfied with a probability of at least pi where 0< p, < 1. For simplicity, we 
are assunung that the decision variables Xj are deterministic. We shall first consider 
special cases where only Cj or a^ or 6, arc random variables before considering the 
general case in which Cj.a^j and 6,:are all random variables. W e^ shall further assume 
that all the random variables are normally distributed with known mean and standard 
deviations. 
(i) When only aij are random variables: Let a^ and Var{aij) = cr^ .^^  be the 
mean and variance of the normally distributed random variable ciij. Assume 
that the nmltivariate distribution of 0/^  V i = 1,2, . . . , m; j = 1,2, . . . , n is also 
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known alongwith the covariance, Cov{a.ij,aki) between the random varial)k>s a,j 
and Qfc;. Now define quantities d^ as, 
di = 2_] a^jXj,i = 1,2 m (2.1,17) 
Since a^i, ai2, • • •. Om are normally distributed and X'l. .x-2,..., X'„ are constants(not 
yet known), di will also be normally distributed with a mean value of 
di, = '^aijXj.i = 1 , 2 , . . . , m 
3 = \ 
and a variance of 
Var{d,) = al = x^V,x 
(2,1.18) 
(2.1.19) 
where Vj is the i ' covariance matrix defined as. 
V, 
Var{an) Cov{aii,ai2) . . . Cou(aii, a,„) 
Coi;(ai2,aii) yar(ai2) ••• Coi'(aj2, ai„) 
Cov(a,>,, Oji) Cov(aj„,aj2) . . . Far(a,n] 
The constraints of equation 2.1.14 can be expressed as 
(2.1.20) 
I.e. 
di — dj 
< 
P [d, < b,] > p, 
hi - di 
where 
di — di 
>p, V?: = 1.2. m 
(2.1.21) 
(2.1.22) 
N(0,1) 
^/Var{d,)_ 
Thus the Probability of di smaller than or equal to 6, can be written as 
P[d^<h\ = hi - d. (2.1.23) 
^/Var{d,)J 
Where 0(3;) represents the cumulative distribution function of the standard 
normal distribution evaluated at x. If e, denotes the value of the standard 
normal variable at which 
(p{e^)=P^ (2.1.24) 
then the coiistramts in equation (2.1.22) can be stated as, 
( M - i = i = | >0(e.,) V7: = l,2 777 
Tliese inequahties will be satisfied only if 
/ b,. ~ d, 
(2.1.25) 
Vy^^HdT) >e, y I = l , 2 , . . . . m 
d, + e, yJVar[d,) - b, < 0 V z = 1, 2 . . . . , /7? 
(2.1.26) 
(2.1.27) 
By substitviting equations 2.1.18 and 2.1.19 hi equation 2.1.27.we get 
n 
^a,^Xj + e.^xn^ - 6, < 0 V z = 1,2 m (2.1.28) 
These are the deterministic nonhnear constraints equivalent to the original 
stochastic linear constraints. Thus the equivalent deternhnistic progrannning 
problem is given by 
Alin: f{x) = "^CjXj (2.1.29) 
j=i 
subject to, J2 °'J^J + ^^  \/^^Vi3L ~bi<0 V ? = 1, 2 w (2.1.30) 
and Xj > 0 V j = 1,2, . . . , n (2.1.31) 
(ii) When h are random variables: Let bi and Var{bi) denote the mean and 
variance of the normally distributed random variable 6,.Then the constraints in 
ec[uation can be stated as 
P Y^ a^JXJ < k = p 
= p 
E j = i (^rj^j < b^ ^  bi - bi 
^/Var{b,) - ^Varib,) 
(2.1.32) 
>p-,V i = l , 2 , . . . , m 
(2.1.33) 
where 
bt - bj 
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iV(0,l) 
The inequality (2.1.33) can also be stated as: 
1- P 
P 
h-h ^ EJ=^au^^^^ 
y/Var{hi) s/Var{bi) 
b, -hi ^ EJ=i Qu^j < bj 
>JH Vz = l ,2 m (2.1.34) 
< 1 - p , V?: = l , 2 , . . . , m (2.1.35) 
if Ei represents the value of standard normal variate at which 
<j){E,) ^ l - p i 
The constraints in equation (2.1.35) can be expressed as 
(2.1.30) 
(^  
These inequalities will be satisfied only if 
<(i){Ei) Vi = 1,2....,7/; (2.1.37) 
y^M^ <Ei V i = l , 2 , . . . . m 
J ^ aijXj <h- Ei^/Var{bi) < 0 V i = 1,2, 
. m 
(2.1.381 
(2.1.39) 
j = i 
Thus the stochastic linear programming problem is equivalent to the following 
deterministic problem 
Min: f{x) = / ^CjXj 
3 = 1 
n 
subject to, V^ aijXj — bj — Ei^/Var{b^) < 0 V ? = 1, 2,. . ., rn > (2.1.40) 
j=i 
emdxj > 0 V j = 1,2, . . . . n 
(iii) When only Cj are random variables: Since Cj are normally distributed 
random variables, the objective function f{x) will also be a normally distributed 
random variable. The mean and variance of / are given by 
f = J2 ^ ^^^ (2.1.41' 
j = i 
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and Varif) = x^Vx (2.1.42) 
where Cj is the mean value of Cj and the matrix V is the covariance matrix of 
Cj defined as 
V = 
Var{ci) Cov{ci,C2) . . . Cot;(ci,c„) 
Cov{c2.ci) Var{c2) . . . Cov{c2,Cn] 
Cov(cn.ci) Cov{c„,C2) . . . Var{c„) 
(2.1.43) 
with Varicj) and Cov{c,,Cj) denoting the variance of c^  and covariance between 
c, and Cj respectively. 
A new deterministic objective function for minimization can be formulated as 
F{x) = kj + k2VVar{f) (2.1.44) 
where ki and k2 are non negative constants whose values indicate the relative 
importance of / and standard deviation of / for, minimization. Thus A:2 = 0 
indicates that the expected value of / is to be minimized without caring for 
the standard deviation of / . On the other hand, if ki = 0, it indicates that we 
are interested in minimizing the variability of / about its mean value witliout 
bothering about what happens to the mean value of / . Similarly, if A:; = A;2 = 1, 
it indicates that we are giving ccjual importance to the minimization of the 
mean as well as the standard deviation of / . Notice that the new objective 
function stated in Ecjuation (2.1.44) is a nonlinear function in x in view of the 
expression for the variance of / . 
Thus the solution of the stochastic linear progranmiing problem can be obtained 
by solving the equivalent deterministic nonlinear programming problem: 
Min: F{x) = ki ^ CjX^ + k2y/x'^Vx 
:/=! 
subject to, ^ a,jXj - 6, < 0 V i = 1, 2 , . . . , m 
(2.1.45) 
(2.1.46) 
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aiidx- > 0 V j = 1,2. . . . . r i (2.1.47) 
If all the random variables Cj are independent, the objective function reduces 
to 
F{x) = ^1 ^  CjXj + k2, Y,Var{c,)x^ (2.1.48) 
(iv) When Cj.aij and 6, are all random variables: As the random variables 
Cj V J = 1,2,. . . ,n appear only in the objective function, we can take the 
new objective function F{x_) same as the one given in Equation (2.1.44). The 
constraints of Equation (2.1.14). can be expressed as 
P[hr<0]>Pr. y 1 = 1,2,..., m (2.1.49) 
where hi is a new random variable defined as 
n n+1 
/i, = ^  UijXj - 6,- = ^  Qit-yf, (2.1.50) 
j=i fc=i 
where Qik = ^ik V fc = 1. 2 , . . . , / ; (2.1.51) 
q^{n+l) = b, (2.1.52) 
yk = Xk Vk = l,2,...,n (2.1.53) 
and y„+i = - 1 . (2.1.54) 
Notice that the constant y„+i is introduced for convenience . Since. //, is given 
by a linear combination of the normally distributed random variables g,/,.. It 
will also follow normal distribution. The mean and the variance of h, are given 
by 
n n+1 
h, = Y^ a,jXj -b, = Y^ Qi^yf, (2.1.55) 
j=l k=l 
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and Var{hi) = Y^V.Y where Y = 
/ y,\ 
y2 
(2.1.56) 
and Vi = 
Var{qa) Cov[qn,q,2) 
Cov{q,2,q,i) Var{qi2) 
Co(;(g,,g,(„+i)) 
Cov{qi2.qn„+i)) 
Cov{qi^r,+i)-qri) Cov{q,(^n+i),qi2) ••• V'ar(g^(„+i)) 
Thus the constraints in equation (2.1.49) can be restated as 
P K - h < 
where 
^JVar{h,) ~ y/Varh, 
hi — h 
> p , V?: = l , 2 , . . . , m 
7V(0,1) 
var{hi 
Thus if Ci denotes the value of the standard normal variable at which 
The constraints of equation (2.1.58) can be stated as 
' '^" ' ></'(e,) Vz = l , 2 , . . . , / n 
(2.1.57) 
(2.1.58) 
(2.1.59) 
(2.1.60) 
(2.1.61) 
These iuequaUties will be satisfied only if the following deterministic nouhnear 
inequalities are satisfied: 
y/Var{h~) > Ci V i = 1,2, . . . , m 
or /;.., + e^^Va^{h^) < 0 V ? = 1,2, . . . , m) 
(2.1.62) 
(2.1.63) 
(2.1.64) 
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Thus the stochastic Unear programming problem can be stated as an equiMileut 
deterministic nonUnear programming problem as: 
Min: F{x) = h^CjX^ + k2\/x^Vx. h >0, k2> 0. (2.1.6: 
subject to,/ji + e , y y ^ ^ R ^ < 0 V ?: = 1, 2 , . . . ,m (2.1.6G) 
and x-j > 0 V J = 1, 2,. . . , 77 (2.1.67) 
2,1,3 Applications of Stochastic Programming 
Many real-world applications of mathematical programming could be reasonat:)lv ex-
tended to stochastic programming models since there are often some parameters that 
could be considered as uncertain. 
However, if the degree of uncertainty is low. the effort to pass from a deterministic 
to a stochastic model might not be worthwhile; the abandonment of other model 
assumptions and simplifications may be more rewarding. Furthermore, the availabil-
ity of statistical information about tfie uncertainties is a necessary condition for a 
stochastic approach. And, moreover, the question arises whether it is then possible 
to solve a particular stochastic programming model since the additional complexity 
induced by the stochastic is typically huge. 
Notwithstanding these limitations stochastic programming has been successfully ap-
plied to numerous real-world problems. Important fields , where the stochastic pro-
grannning approach has turned out to be essential or fruitful, are. e.g., finance [Ziemba 
[68]], logistics [Powell and Topalogu [69]], engineering, production, revenue manage-
ment, airline planning, supply chain management, sports, catastrophe management, 
and others; etc., [cf. Wallace and Ziemba [70]] for a recent collection of case stud-
ies and reviews. Application Areas Stochastic programming has been used to solve 
problems in the fields where uncertainty is an important factor. With the aid of fast-
growing computational capability, stochastic progrannning methodology becomes ap-
plicable even in complex problems and new areas. Here we list a few categories of 
problems in which this technique is considered to be reliable and in which it is well 
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developed. 
• F inance . Asset-Liability Management W. T. Zicmba and J. M. IMulvey[75] is 
a well-known example of a financial problem dealt with by stochastic program-
ming, where both asset returns and Habilities are uncertain. Further develop-
ments in this area consider the strategy-making of pension schemes, i.e. how to 
set the mininmm payment by customers in order to maintain a sustainable pen-
sion fund. Stochastic progranuning can also be used in market risk and credit 
risk management in the financial market F. Andersson et a/. [71], B. Goluba 
et a/. [74]. Some work has already shown how to price derivative products by 
stochastic programming Consiglio and Giovanni[72], [73]. The principle is using 
the replication rule, which means the return of such product can be replicated 
by a set of simple financial products whose prices are already known. By the 
arbitrage free assumption, the price of this product should be equal to this set 
of assets and such a set is determined by minimizing the difference in returns 
between the product and the set of assets. 
• M a n a g e m e n t . Production planning is one of the classical application areas 
of stochastic programming, which seeks to maximize profit when resources are 
linnted Alonso-Ayuso et a/. [76], Eppen et a/. [77]. In such problems, demand. 
as well as the prices of resources and the sale price of products, is normally 
random. It is important to take these uncertainties into account to avoid un-
satisfied demand, lack of resources or drop in profit. Some manufactures may 
also look for opportunities to expand their capacities in the situation in which 
both expanding cost and induced profit cannot be predicted, considering how 
these can be organized efficiently so that high revenue with low cost is attain-
able in the long term. On the other hand, human resource allocation can also 
be planned by stochastic progranuTiing, to find an optimal strategy such that 
all the work requested is completed on time with lowest managerial cost, while 
the available workforce or work due may be uncertain. 
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• Energy industry. Energy industry, e.g. the electricity and gas markets. A 
typical application of stochastic programming is electricity generation schedul-
ing and planning. There are three broad classes of problems having received 
much attention H. Y. Yamin[85], D. Dentcheva and W. Romisch[80]. i.e unit-
commitment problems S. Takriti et a/.[84], S. Takriti et a/.[81]. hydro-thermal 
scheduling A. J. Conejo et al.[7% M. P. Nowak and W. Romisch[83] and ca-
pacity expansion S. Ahmed et a/.[78], S. A. Malcohn and S. A. Zenios[82j. In 
the most general form, all of these problems can be modeled as nmlti-stage 
stochastic programming problems. In addition, stochastic equilibrium model-
ing for electricity markets is also a new development of stochastic prograuuning 
F. H. Murphy and Y. Smeers[87]. In gas markets, natural gas is produced in 
production fields and transported in pipelines by using compressors such that 
molecules flow from the originating end of a pipeline with a high pressure to-
wards the another end. The planning problems for the producers are uncertain, 
due to the price uncertainty and flexibility of pipeline systems and contracts K. 
K. Haugen[86]. Stochastic mixed integer programming is used to model supply 
chain optimization for coordination of production, transportation, storage and 
contract management. 
• Logistics. The efficient design of the supply chain is crucial to manufactur-
ing, which involves a network organisation of suppliers, marmfacturing plants, 
warehouses, and distribution channels, so as to acquire raw materials, convert 
these raw materials to finished products, and distribute these products to cus-
tomers. The costs and demands are both difficult to predict. The production 
and distribution have to be optimized based on these uncertainties, which can 
be handled by stochastic programming, T. Santoso et u/.[88]. 
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• Telecommunications. The demand of network capacity is scarce resource 
due to the growing requirement of higher bandwidths. In the meantime, such 
a demand requirement presents an opportmiity for significant revenue growtfi, 
under the condition of enough resources are available. Because of the com-
petitive telecommunication market customers can choose the network provider 
they prefer. Therefore, the network provider has to plan bandwidth allocation 
through network links carefully so as to maximize the potential number of re-
quests served by the network. The function of the network and demand are 
both random in such problems. Stochastic progrannning wtus used to determine 
the optimal bandwidth such that the maximal revenue is achieved, S. Sen et 
a/. [89]. 
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Chapter 3 
Stochastic Quadratic Knapsack 
with Recourse 
3.1 Introduction 
Quadratic stochastic progranmiing (QSP) in which each subproblem is a convex 
piecewise quadratic program with stochastic data, is a natural extension of stochastic 
hnear programming. This allows the use of quadratic or piecewise quadratic objective 
functions which are essential for many applied fields for example controlling risk in 
financial and project planning. 
Also, The knapsack problem (KP) is a well-known and well-studied problem in com-
binatorial optimization. Knapsack problems are often used to model industrial sit-
uation, financial decisions or network design problems. They may also appear as 
sub-problems of larger or more complex problems. The most famous form of KP is 
the single constraint binary version: we are given A'^  items, with return y>, for the 
item i, and a weight Ui for the item i, with i = 1,2,..., N , and a knapsack capacit}' 
c. For the quadratic knapsack problem, a survey done by David Pisinger [97] gives 
detailed information on the problem and a number of results on the performance of 
various relaxations and algorithms used to solve or approximate the problem. 
In this chapter we present the two-stage quadratic knapsack with recourse that is 
used as the base for three variants of stochastic optimization problems : the first one 
is a two-stage ciuadratic knapsack with probability constraint on the capacity in the 
first stage. The probability constraint is used to model the risk we are wilhng to take 
when making our initial decision. We only know some information about the weiglits 
of the items, but we have to take a decision with this limited knowledge at the risk 
of breaking the capacity constraint with the knowledge that a second stage decision 
(tlie recourse) will come after, allowing to correct the decision to some extent. In this 
chapter, a two-fold recourse is considerd, in the sense that items can be removed if 
they turn out to be suboptimal or if their weight appears to be too heavy, or added 
if they appeared to be uninteresting at first, but reveal to be desirable. The second 
model is a two-stage quadratic knapsack with probability constraint on the second 
stage capacity constraint. In this model, we also have a two-stage formulation which 
models a situation where we make a decision with limited information, but where the 
second stage decision is made after receiving additional (but still incomplete) infor-
mation about the weight, or prices. This allows to modify initial decisions. In this 
model, since at the second step, some information is still unknown, we face a risk of 
breaking the capacity constraint when taking the second stage decision. Finally, the 
last model combines the probability constraints on the capacity constraint in both 
stages. In this model, we are willing to take a risk in all the decisions. 
3.2 Two-Stage Quadratic Knapsack Problem 
The initial decision is made during the first stage before knowing the realizations of 
the random variables. Then these realizations are (partially) revealed and the second 
stage decision is made which corrects the first stage decision, taking into account this 
information. This modeling scheme is known at; stochastic program with recourse. 
Moreover, we introduce probability constraints in the second stage. We start by 
formulating the general quadratic stochastic program with recourse with probability 
constraint in the second stage. A generic quadratic stochastic problem with recourse 
can be modeled as follows: 
Max^.g(o,i) JFDX + E^Q{u, cu) (3.2.1) 
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Rx < s (3.2.2) 
where (3.2.2) models generic linear constraints, with R G M"""' and s G W". The 
second stage value is given by the solution of the problem: 
Q{u,uj) = Max„ u^D{uj)u (3.2.3) 
W{uj)u + T{uj)x<h{uj) (3.2.4) 
In this model, the uncertainty is described by the probability vector ui with a given 
probability distribution. When the initial decision is made, u) is unknown. After this 
decision, part of the information is revealed. This corresponds to the realization of 
random vector (j. The second stage decision can then be taken, witfi knowledge of ^^ 
and of the first stage decision x_. More details can be found in Lopez e< a/. [96]. 
First Stage Decision 
We now need to adapt this generic model to our knapsack problem. We assume we 
have n items, and each item is characterized by its value d^^, . and weight IJJ^ V / = 
1,2,.. .71. Each item pair is characterized in the same manner by its value d,j. ITic 
objective is to maximize the value of the items contained in the knapsack, with the 
constraint that it has a limited capacity c. The selection of an item during the Hrsi 
stage is defined by a binary decision variable Xi which takes value 1 if the item / is 
included in the selection and 0 otherwise. The fornmlation of this first stage decision 
of the problem is the following: 
N N 
Max^ ^ ^ dijXiXj + E^Q{u, oo) (3 2 5) 
T = l i = l 
N 
J^Wia:, < c (3.2.6) 
1=1 
The constraint (3.2.6) describes the knapsack capacity constraint. Equation (3.2.5) 
consists of two parts: the value of the knapsack during the first stage, and the expected 
value of the same knapsack during the second stage. This expected value depends on 
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the items selected in the first stage (the vector x), and the reahzation of the random 
vector u. 
Second Stage Decision 
After the first stage decision is made, the values of items may change, as well as 
their weight. During the second stage, the item i has the value bii{uj) and the weight 
V;{LJ). Each item pair {i.j) has the value 6,j(u;). Similarly to the hrst stage, there 
is a constraint on the capacity of the knapsack, which is subject to change too. We 
note the new capacity h{uj). The realization of vector u) is known before making the 
second stage decision. 
The second stage decision allows to change the initial decision in order to correct 
mistakes which appear after extra information is known. There are two possibilities: 
first, an item which was selected during the first stage can be removed. In this case, 
we describe this decision by a binary variable u^ set to 1 if item i is removed from 
the knapsack, 0 otherwise. Likewise, an item that was previously rejected can be 
selected. In this case, we use a binary variable Ui, set to 1 if we select the item i in 
the second stage, 0 otherwise. Note that if item i was selected during the first stage, 
then if it is not removed during the second, it is considered selected again (i.e. u, = 1) 
in the second stage. When an item i is removed, it comes at a cost, which includes 
penalties, such as time or manipulation costs necessary to reorganize the knapsack. 
This allows us to fornmlate the second stage decision as follows: 
N N N N 
Q{u. aj) = Max„,„- Y^ Y^ h,j{oj)u,Uj - ^ Y l ^^(^ ' )"r"7 (^ -^ ^ 7) 
i = l j = l i=l j = l 
Ui >x,-u- y 1 = 1.2...., N (3.2.8) 
u- >x, V« = 1,2,...,7V (3.2.9) 
Y,Vr{io){u, + x, - U-) < h{u) (3.2.10) 
i=l 
Equation (3.2.7) is our objective: we want to maximize the value of the knapsack 
where we deduce the cost of removing items previously selected. The two constraints 
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(3.2.8) and (3.2.9) link the first stage and second stage decisions: the first one means 
that if an item i was selected during the first stage and not deselected, then it is 
necessarily considered selected during the second stage. Conversely, the constraint 
(3.2.9) means that only an item that was selected during the first phase can l)e 
deselected. Constraint (3.2.10) represents the capacity constraint in the second stage. 
This model serves ai> the base on which we build stochastic extensions: first we 
introduce a probability constraint on the first stage of the problem, in the first sub-
section, then in the second sub-section wc look at the model where the probability 
constraint is on the second stage. Finally, in the third sub-section, we combine 
probability constraints in both stages. 
3.3 Probability Constraints in the Two-Stage Quadratic 
Knapsack 
In order to model the risk, we need to introduce probability constraints. Taking a risk 
in a two-stage decision process can happen in either or both of the stages, therefore 
leading to three variants of the two-stage quadratic knapsack. 
Two-stage quadratic knapsack problem with probability con-
straint in the first stage 
In order to model risk-taking in the first stage decision, we have to replace the capacity 
constraint (3.2.6) with a probability constraint. 
" N 
P J^t/;,((/))x'i < c > ( l - a i ) (3.3.1) 
. ' = 1 
where (p \s a probability vector with a given known distribution representing the 
uncertainty on the weights of the items, and ai is the risk we take of ignoring the ca-
pacity constraint. This case corresponds to a situation in which we nmst make a first 
decision under very limited knowledge (on the weights and on the future), knowmg 
that we will be able to correct the decision in a second stage. 
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Two-stage quadrat ic knapsack problem with probability con-
straint in the second stage 
Similarly to the case with a probability constraint in the first stage, the base problem 
(3.2.5)-(3.2.1U) can be modified to allow risk-taking in the second stage decision. We 
have to replace constraint (3.2.10) . This time, we model the added micertainty on 
a second probability vector 'xj.;, conditioned on the vector u. While the realization of 
vector uj is knoAvn before making the second stage decision, only the distribution of 
ij) is known, conditioned on u;. 
A' 
y ^ Vi{w, ip){ui + x\ -u^) < h{w, tp)\w 
i-l 
> (1 - «2) (3.3.2) 
This situation corresponds to the case where information about the future is very 
limited. In fact, the distribution of weights in the second stage is not known until 
after to is realizeci. 
Two-stage quadrat ic knapsack problem with probability con-
straint in both stages 
Finally, the last variant combines risk taking in both stages. This combines the Uiu-
itcd information of both cases above: the first decision is taken with uncertainty 
about the first stage weights, then information is revealed, but is still incomplete, 
which leads to a second stage decision under uncertainty. In this case the problem 
becomes: 
TV N 
max., ^ ^ dijXiXj + E^Q(tx, uj] 
P 
7 = 1 j=l 
N 
Y^LO^i<p)x, < C 
(=1 
> ( l - a i ) 
N N N N 
Q{u,u}) = max.a,„_ J ^ J]^6ij(w)ujUj -Y2'^b~j{u})u~uJ 
i=\ j = i /= i j = i 
u-i >x,-uj \f i = 1,2,... ,N 
(3.3.3) 
(3.3.4) 
(3.3.5) 
(3.3.6) 
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u- <x, Vz = l , 2 , . . . , iV (3.3.7) 
N 
^Vi{uj,ip){ui + x,-u.i)<h{u,ijj)\u} > ( l - a 2 ) (3.3.8 
1=1 
As it is showed in Lopezei a/.[96], formulation (3.2.5)-(3.2.10) of tlie two-stage quadratic 
knapsack problem is quite general and covers many specific cases. The formulation 
(3.2.5)-(3.2.10) is general enough to allow the modeling of additional characteristics 
which do not appear explicitly in the problem description. The main such feature 
is that this model allows a different composition of the allowable set of items during 
the first and the second stage. Since the weights of the items and the capacity of 
the knapsack may change (based on the realization of u ) between the first and sec-
ond stage, it allows us to model cases where some items may not be allowed during 
either stage. For example, an item could be unavailable during the first stage and 
only available during the second stage, in which case it would have c*;, > c. This also 
allows having different set of items for the two stages, which is traditional in recourse 
models: items which can only be decided on in the first phase will have a desekiction 
cost 6jj set to a very large number (to prevent deselection), and a second stage value 
bjj^bij < 0 (which means selection in the second phase is suboptimal, since it onh 
affects the weight and does not increase the profit). 
3.4 Deterministic Equivalent Problem 
In order to rewrite the stochastic quadratic knapsack with recourse into a determin-
istic form, we need to consider the case when the distribution of the random vectors 
(p, 00 and ?/; is concentrated in a finite number of points. We assume that the random 
vector Lu is concentrated in the finite number of points cok V fc = 1, 2 . . . . A' with 
probabilities p'^. We will refer to these points as scenarios. In this case the problem 
(3.2.5)-(3.2.10) can be rewritten as follows. The objective function hi the first stage 
becomes: 
Max, 
N N 
.1=1 j=l 1=1 
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3.4.11 
with the second stage decision becoming: 
N N N N 
i=l J=l 1=1 j = l 
Tlie second stage constraint capacity also changes: 
^^k^Jk (3.4.2) 
Y^ v,i,iLo){ihk + X, - w-J < h{k) \f k = l.2.... K (3.4.3) 
3 = 1 
where. 
Qiu,U!k) = Qiu,k), kjki^k) = hjk, bi^f^iuJk) = Kjk^ ^i^k = Vik. h{u!k) = hk-
Substitnting (3.4.2) into (3.4.1) and collecting constraints for each scenario we obtain 
an cciuivalcnt problem: 
Max X.U,k,U^f_ 
' N N K / N N N N \ 
J2J2'^•^^^^^ + X]^ f^c ESZhk^^kUjk-YIY^Kjk^k^jk) 
i=i j=} k=i \i=i i = ] / = i j=\ / 
N 
Y^u.x, < c 
i = l 
u,k > X, - ti- V ?: = 1, 2 , . . . , iV; fc = 1, 2 , . . . , A' 
uJt, <Xi V 2 = 1,2,. . . , iV; A: = 1,2,. . . 3 ' 
A' 
y~] Vik{u,k + Xr- «^j <hk V A; = 1, 2 , . . . , A' 
(3.4.4) 
(3,4.5) 
(3.4.G) 
(3.4.7) 
(3.4.8) 
1=1 
Probabilistic Constraints 
Probability constraints (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) are reformulated as deterministic equivalent 
constraints. Suppose that the random vector (j) (resp. ip) is concentrated in the finite 
number of points (>/ V / = 1, 2 , . . . , L (resp. xpkr V -^ = 1. 2 , . . . , A'; r = 1, 2 . . . . , i?) 
with probabilities 7;f (resp. p^^ ) such that. 
^ p f = 1, pf > 0 (3.4.9) 
/=i 
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K (3.4.10) 
(3.4.11; 
r = l 
Then constraint (3.3.1) is equivalent to the pair: 
N 
'Y^u'iiXi <ci, I ev 
1 = 1 
Y^Vk.>l-cci VA: = l,2,...,/< 
lev 
where u\i = Wi{(t)). Q = c{(f)) and F is a subset of scenarios of set {/ = 1,2 L} 
where tlie capacity constraint is satisfied, while the set {/ = 1. 2,. . . , L} corresponds 
to the scenarios where risk is taken. These constraints can be reformulated as binary 
constraints by introducing the auxiliary binary variable y, (rcsp. y^^.) for each scenario 
/ = 1, 2 , . . . , L (resp. observation r = 1,2,..., R and scenario A: = 1,2 K) as 
follows: 
^0 i f / e r 
1 otherwise 
This yields the following deterministic equivalent constraints: 
N 
J ^ WiiXi < Q + Mfyf 
yr = { 
i=l 
L 
^pfyf <»i 
1=1 
(3.4.12) 
(3.4.13) 
where Mf is an arbitrary number such that 
N 
Mt>Y,wu-c, 
i = \ 
In the same manner, constraint (3.3.2) is equivalent to: 
N 
y ^ Vrkr{Urk + X, - ti,,^^) < llkr, r E Ak V fc = 1, 2 . . . . . A" 
J = l 
X^Pfcr > 1 - 0 2 V A ; - 1,2, . . . .A' 
(3.4.14) 
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where vu:r = v,k{^kr).hkr = hk{'Wkr)^k is a subset of {1 , . . . .7?} . Again we can 
reformulate them using binary variables: 
., [O i f reAfe 
yf - < (3.4,15) 
I 1 otherwise 
yielding the following deterministic equivalent constrahits: 
N 
Y^ ihkr{ikk + X, - M J^ < hkr + M^yt V r = 1, 2 R;k = 1.2 A' 
i = l 
R 
Y.ptyt<^2 yk = i.2 K 
r= l 
(3.4.16) 
w here M^ is an arbitrary number such that 
JV 
M^ > max^ y ^ v,kr - hkr (3.4.17) 
i=l 
3.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter we cietailed the models for two-stage quadratic knapsack problems with 
recourse, on which we introduced probability constraints on the first stage, second 
stage, or both. For future research this work can be extended to fuzzy environment. 
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Chapter 4 
Probabilistic Quadratic 
Programming Problems with Some 
Fuzzy Parameters 
4.1 Introduction 
It many practical situations, knowledge about the data i.e. the coefficients/paianictcis 
of the model is not purely probabilistic or possibilistic but rather a mixture (jf both 
kinds. For an example consider a firm that desires to maximize its profit by meeting 
all the customers demands which fluctuate due to random change in price. By the 
stochasticity of the demand and the fact that the prociuction may not fulfill all the 
possible demands, this point cannot be satisfactorily answered by the true or false 
statement. This optimization problem is related to two types of uncertainties, namely, 
randonmess and fuzziness, which motivates the proposed study in this direction. 
In this Chapter, a new method for solving probabilistic quadratic programming prob-
lems involving some of the coefficients that are triangular fuzzy numbers and/or 
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers is discussed. Only the right- hand side parameters of the 
constraints are considered as weibuU random variables with known probability distri-
butions. Both randonmess and fuzziness are considered together within the quadratic 
programming(QP) framework. A defuzzification method is used for finding the crisp 
values of the fuzzy numbers using the Mellin transformation [91]. 
4.2 Probabilistic Fuzzy Quadratic Programming Prob-
lem 
A probabilistic fuzzy quadratic programming problem is a modified QP having a 
quadratic objective function and some linear constraints involving fuzziness and ran-
doumess in some situations. When some of the input parameters of tlie QP are char-
acterized by stochastic and fuzzy parameters,the problem is treated as a probabilistic 
fuzzy quadratic progrannning problem. A general probabilistic fuzzy quadratic pro-
gramming problem can be presented as 
n. - a n 
Min: Z = ^CfXj +-Y^Y^qf^x^Xj (4.2.1) 
subject to, Pr i J ^ a^jXy < 6, ) > 1 - Q,, V i = 1,2, . . . , rn (4.2.2) 
a n d x j > 0 V i = 1,2, . . . , n (4.2.3) 
where.U < Q, < 1, i=1.2, . . . ,ni, are the specified probabilities. The coefficients 
c'j V j = 1, 2 , . . . , n and qij V ? = 1,2, . . . , m; j = 1,2, . . . , n. are considered as 
triangular fuzzy numbers but n^j V ?' = 1,2, . . . , m; j = 1,2, . . . . n. are considered 
as trapezoidal fuzzy number. Only bi V ?' = 1,2, . . . , rn are considered as random 
variables with known distributions. The decision variables Xj V _y = 1,2, . . . , / ; are 
treated as deterministic in the problem. In the following section,a discussion on some 
useful preliminaries related to fuzzy numbers,then the method of defuzzification is 
introduced. 
Some Preliminaries 
In this section, we present triangular and trapezoidal membership functions that are 
used in the model formulation. Also we introdvice the Mellin transform to find the 
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expected value of the function of a random variable using proportional probability 
density function associated with the membership functions of the fuzzy numbers. 
Definition Triangular fuzzy number: A fuzzy number denoted by the triplet 
A = (oi, a2, as) is called a triangular fuzzy number with a piecewise linear niembeislnp 
function ^^{x) defined by 
MAI^) 
X — Oi 
02 - Q l ' 
a-3- X 
as - 02' 
0, 
ai < X < a2, 
0.2 <x< a-i, 
otherwise. 
(4.2.4) 
Definition Trapezoidal fuzzy number: A fuzzy number denoted by the quadru-
plet A = (ci, 02, as, 04) is called a trapezoidal fuzzy number with a piecewise linear 
membership function, //^(x) defined by 
l^A^'^) = \ 
X ~ Oi 
02 — a i ' 
1, 
04 — X 
O4 — 0 3 ' 
u, 
Ol < 3; < 0 2 , 
O2 < X < O3, 
03 < X < 0 4 , 
otherwise. 
(4.2. 
4.3 Defuzzification with Probability Density Func-
tion and Membership Function 
Let F{R) be the set of all fuzzy numbers. Let (01,02,03) and (01,02,0.3,04) be the 
triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, respectively, in F{W). Now we define the 
method associated with a probability density function for the membership function 
of A as follows Sanifard[92], Yoon[93] 
PropoTttonal probaMlity distribution: Define a probability density function, / i = 
c^^{x) associated with A, where c is a constant obtained by using the property of 
fi{x)dx = L that is, / c/i^{x)dx = 1. 
Mellin Transform 
As we know that any probabihty density function with finite support is associated 
with an expected vahie. the Melhn transform [92],[93] is used to find tliis expected 
value. 
Definition The Mellin transform Mx{t) of a probability density function f{x), 
where x is a positive, is defined tis 
poo 
M,{t) = / x'~'f{x)dx, (4.3.1) 
Jo 
wliere the integral exists. 
Now we find the Mellin transform in terms of expected values. Recall that the 
expected value of any function g(X) of the random variable X, whose probability 
density function is f(X), is given by 
ngiX)] = r g{x)f{x)dx. (4.3.2) 
Therefore, it follows that Mx{t) = E[X*-i] = / x'-^f{x)dx.. 
Jo 
Hence. E[A'*] = Mx{t + !)• Thus, the expected value of random variable X is 
E{X) = Mxi2). 
For an example, if Ai = {ay, 02.03) and A2 = (01,02,03,04) are the triangular and 
trapezoidal fuzzy nimibers, respectively, then their crisp values are calculated by 
finding expected values using the probability density function corresponding to the 
membership functions of the given fuzzy number. 
Now, the probability density function corresponding to triangular fuzzy number Ay = 
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(a i ,a2 , 03) is given as. 
where /u^ (x ) is defined as 
IAS^') = Ci/i^(.T) (4,3.3) 
I^AM) = * 
X 
^2 
1 3 -
- Qi 
- a i 
-X 
03—02 
0, 
Oi < a-' < a2, 
02 < .T < 03, 
otherwise. 
(4.3.4) 
Now ci is calculated as, 
tha t is. 
/
oc 
f^^{x)dx = 1 
• O C 
/
oo 
ci//^(a7)dx = 1 
• 0 0 
tha t is, 
x-ai I "> a-i -X 
Ci I ax + Ci / ax = 1 
ai 0 2 - 0 1 02 03 - ^2 
On integration,we get 
Cl 
(4.3.5 
(4.3.G) 
(4.3. 
(4.3.8) 
a-i - o i 
The proport ional probabili ty density function corresponding to tr iangular fuzzy num-
ber Ai is given by 
r 2{x-a,) 
ai < X < 0.2 
/A.~ (^ O = < 
(02 - f l i ) ( a 3 - a i ) ' 
(03 - a 2 ) ( a 3 - a i ) ' 
0, otherwise. 
a2 < X < 0.3, (4.3.9) 
Further using the Mellin transform,we obtain 
A / v ( t ) = / X - * - V A > (x')d.T 
Jo ' 
. . « - l 2 ( x - a i ) 
,„j ( 0 2 - a i ) ( a 3 - a i 
On integration,we obtain 
2 
-dx + I X 
A/.,-- (t) 
-1 2 ( 0 3 - x ) 
(as - a 2 ) ( a 3 - Oi 
0 3 ( 4 - 4 ) a i ( o 2 - « i 
(4.3.10) 
-da,- (4.3.11) 
( a 3 - a i ) f ( f + l ) [ (03 -0 ,2 ) ( 0 2 - 0 1 ) 
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4.3.12) 
Thus the nieaii (//AV ) and variance {aj^^.} of the random variable X ^ can be ob-
taiued as 
l^x^ = E X )^]=M,-^ .^ (2) = i ^ i ± ^ ± ^ 
- I , =M. (3)-U/. (2) 
h -^ 1 
2 ^  (oi + gj + ^3 ~ Q1Q2 - a2as - «3Qi) 
18 
(4.3.13) 
(4.3.14) 
Further, the probabihty density function corresponding to trapezoidal fuzzy number 
A2 = {ai.a2,a3,a4} is given as / ^ (x ' j = C2iJ.^^{x) where /i^(x-) is defined as 
Mr. (a-) = s 
Ol < X < 02, 
O3 < 3,- < «4, 
04 — 03 
0, otherwise. 
«2 
1, 
04 
- Ui 
— X (4.3.15) 
Now C2 is calculated as 
that is, 
/
oc 
/J^ (X')C?3,' = 1 
• 3 0 
C2 MX2(-'-')^^' = 1 
(4.3.16) 
(4.3.17) 
that is. 
C2 r i^^, , r , ,W'"i^*:=i (4.3.18) 
A i (02 - a i ) Jan J as (^4 - 0 3 ) / a i («  
On integration,we get, 
C2 = — — — ^ r (4.3.19) 
(04 + 03 — 01 — 02) 
The proportional probability density function corresponding to triangular fuzzy num-
ber AI is given by 
2{x — Oi) 
(02 — Oi)(o4 4- 03 — Oi — 0 2 ) ' 
2 
^ ( , ) J ( 0 4 + 0 3 - 0 . - 0 2 
2(04 - X) 
ax < X < a2 
a2 < X <a3 
0-3 < a- < 04 
(4.3.20) 
(04 - a3) (a4 + 03 - o i - 02) 
0, otherivise 
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Using the Melliii traiisfonn,we get 
Mx^ it) = / x'-'fx^ [x)dx 
^ J o • ^ 
..t-1 
( 0 2 - a i ) ( a 4 + 03 - ai - 02) X,^  (04 + 0 3 - 0 1 - 0 2 
4.3.21) 
dx 
+ 
2(04 - x) 
-US (04 - 03)(04 + O3 - O i - O2) 
Oil integration,we obtain 
dx (4.3.22) 
^ / A V it) (04 + 03 - O2 - Oi)f(i + 1) (04 - O3) 
/ + ! „^ + l i 
(02 - oi] 
(4.3.23) 
Thus the mean {^x-) a^ i^d variance {cr\_) of the random variable X^ can be ob-
tained as 
^•^^-nXx.] = MxA2) 
a'. = M , ( 3 ) - Mv~(2) 
(oi + 02 + 03 + 04) + (01O2 - 03O4) 
(04 + 0 3 - 0 2 - 0 1 
(4.3.24) 
' • 4 2 
r.2 , ^ 2 , 2 , 9^  , (oi + a2)(ag + ol) - (03 + Q4)(»i + ftj)^ 
(^Oi -t- O2 -t- O3 -1- O4; i - • -
(04 + 03 - O2 - Oij 
f^X-
(4.3.25) 
4.4 Probabilistic Fuzzy Quadratic Programming Prob-
lem and Its Crisp Model 
Let 9 = (c),c^.cf) V j = 1,2,... ,/;, 5;;; = (ai,.o2^,o^) V? = 1.2 m:j = 
1, 2 . . . . , n and % = {q}^, qfj, qf^) V z = 1,2,. . . , m; j = 1, 2 , . . . , n, be triangular fuzzy 
numbers. The crisp values of these fuzzy numbers obtained by using the method 
of defuzzification with probability density function of given membership function as 
dcscril^cd before are given as 
Cj = 
cj + c2 + cf 
«], + a^ + a^ 
V j = l , 2 , . . . . 7 7 
Vz = 1,2, . . . . m ; j = 1,2, . . . , n 
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(4.4.1) 
(4.4.2) 
% = 
Qlj + gfj + ofj V^ = l , 2 , . . . , m ; J = l ,2 . (4.4.3) 
where the symbol a, represents the crisp value of the given fuzzy number Cj and so on. 
Siniilarly.if all the coefficients are trapezoidal fuzzy numbers such as. c'j = (c^^, cj, c^, cj) V j = 
1 .2 , . . . , n ,5 ; ; = (a^,a2^,a^,al ) ^ t = 1,2,... ,m;j = 1.2.... ,n mid^j = {qy,qf^,qf^,qf^) Vi 
1,2 nr,j = 1.2,...,n then the crisp values are given as, 
^ 1 
^ 1 
9u = 
(cf + c ^ c j - e j ) 
[alj + afj + a'l^ + atj) + (44 " 44^ 
'afj +(4j-a^j- aj^) 
y J ^l.2.....n (4.4.4) 
V?: = 1,2, . . . , m : J = 1,2 n 
/ I 2 , 3 , 4 \ I \^ij^. qfj(itj) 
iifj + qfj-Qlj-qlj). 
(4.4.5) 
V? = 1,2, . . . , 7 n ; j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,« 
(4.4.6) 
Thus, the probabilistic quadratic progrannning problem having crisp objective func-
tion can be stated as 
n n n 
Min; Z = J2^j^j + 7^J2Yl^^'^'J 
j = i 2 = 1 J = l 
subject to, Pr j V^ ctij^j < i^ j > 1 — t^ M V i = 1, 2, 
and Xj > 0, V j = 1, 2 , . . . , H. 
. , m , 
(4.4.7) 
(4.4.8) 
(4.4.9) 
where,U < a, < 1 V ? = 1, 2 , . . . , m. 
4.5 Deterministic Model of the Probabilistic Quadratic 
Programming Problem 
It is assumed that the /*'* random variables bi, V ? = 1, 2 , . . . , r;; follow the weibull 
distribution [94]. The probability density function (pdf) of the random variables k, 
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is given by 
fik) 
with 
fi^\ fhY \-(b^/'^rV\ if b, > 0, ft > 0, .s, > 0. 
0, elsewhere, 
(4.5.i; 
^(6,) = s,:r(l + - ) , p, > 0, s, > 0,7 = 1, 2,. . ., m, (4.5,2) 
K(6, = ,,?r(i4)-[,,,r(i + iy ' , p, > 0, s, > 0, ?; = 1, 2 , . . . , m, (4.5.3) 
where //, V / = 1, 2 , . . . , in and Si V i = 1, 2 , . . . , /» are caUed shape parameters and 
scale parameters respectively. 
Now, using pdf of the weibull distribution,the z*'' probabihty constraint can be written 
as 
roc 
/ f {bi)dk> I - a^ y i = 1,2,...,m (4.5.4) 
where, 
n 
V' = X I Sij-Tj, and y, > 0. 
i = i 
it can be further written as, 
m :4.5.5) 
On integration,we obtain 
-{y./-.)"^ > 1 - a , V?; = 1,2 m (4.5.G) 
It can be further simplified as. 
y^< [/7?(1 -«.,)]!/« V? = 1,2... , r;( 
that is. 
S"-^^-[/«(l-a,) lVP. Vz = l,2,. . . ,m 
.;=i 0]^  
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(4.5 
:4.5.8) 
Thus, tlie equivalent deteriuiuistic model of the probabilistic quadratic prograuuuing 
problem (4.4.7) - (4.4.9) can be stated as 
n ^ n n 
Miu: Z = J2 CjX, + 2 5 ^ I Z ^ •^'^ •^  (4.5.9) 
subject to, Y. a,,x, < ^^^^^ ^[.^^y/p^ V / = 1.2 m (4.5.10) 
a rKU-j>0, V j = l ,2 r? (4.5.11) 
4.6 Numerical Example 
Let us consider the following probabilistic fuzzy quadratic programniing problem: 
Min: Z = 2"6:ri + 35a;2 + - 8;EI - 63:1.7:2 + 8:r^  
subject to. 
PrflSxi + '2Jbx2 < 61) > 0.95, 
PriUxi + 2~3.T2 < bi) > 0.85, 
fSx-i + fSx'a > 25, 
X1..T2 > 0, 
where «i = 0.05 and ai = 0,15 are specified probabihties levels.The fuzzy coefficients 
21) = (24,26,27), 35 = (32,35,37), 8 = (5,8,10). 6 = (4,6,7), 8 = (6,8,11) are 
defined by triangular fuzzy numbers. 
But the fuzzy coefficients U = (10,12,14,17), 2~5 = (22, 24, 25, 27), f7 = (14,16,18, 22), 23 
(21,23. 24,26). fs = (10,12,15,17). 15 = (12,14,16, 20) and 2~5 = (23, 25, 26. 28) are 
defined by trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. The right hand side parameters 61 and 62 
follow the weibull distribution with known parameters.The parameters are given as, 
pi = l . V2^\, gi = 0.12, 92 = 0.03 (4.6.1) 
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The crisp values of the above triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are calculated 
by using (4.3.13) and (4.3.24). That is, 
26 = (24 + 26 + 27)/3 = 25.67. 
3^ 5 = (32 + 35 + 37)/3 = 34.67, 
8 = (5 + 8 + 1 0 ) / 3 = 7.67, 
6 = (4 + 6 + 7)/3 = 5.67. 
8 = (6 + 8 + l l ) / 3 = 8.33, 
fS = (1/3)[(10 + 12 + 14 + 17) + (10 X 12 - 14 X 17)/(14 + 17 - lU - 12)] - 13.36. 
25 = (1/3)[(22 + 24 + 25 + 27) + (22 x 24 - 25 x 27)/(25 + 27 - 22 - 24)] = 24.5, 
r7 = (1/3)[(14 + 16 + 18 + 22) + (14 x 16 - 18 x 22)/(18 + 22 - 14 - 16)] = 17.6. 
2I3 = (1/3)[(21 + 23 + 24 + 26) + (21 x 23 - 24 x 26)/(21 + 23 - 24 - 26)] = 23.5, 
13 = (1/3)[(10 + 12 + 15 + 17) + (10 X 12 - 15 x 17)/(15 + 17 - 10 - 12)] = 13.5. 
r5 = (1/3)[(12 + 14 + 16 + 20) + (12 x 14 - 16 x 20)/(16 + 20 - 14 - 12)] = 15.6. 
25 = (1/3)[(23 + 25 + 26 + 28) + (23 x 25 - 26 x 28)/(26 + 28 - 23 - 25)] = 25.5. 
Now, using the parameter values of the random variables, crisp values of the triangular 
and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, and the deterministic constraint (4.5.8), we formulate 
an equivalent deterministic crisp model of the given probabilistic fuzzy quadratic 
programming model problem: 
Min: Z = 25.67.7;i + 34.67.7;2 + ]- [8.33.7;2 - 5.67.7;i.7;2 + 7.67.T^] 
subject to. 
13.36X1 + 24.5x2 < 45.610034, 
17.6x1 + 23.5x2 < 42.979943. 
13.5xi + 15.6x2 < 25.5, 
X^,2:2 > U. 
The above deterministic crisp quadratic programming problem is solved using LINGO 
11.0 [95]software.The optimal solution is obtained as Xi = 0.9G23144, X2 = 0.9394838, 
and Z = 62.91564. 
4.7 Conclusion 
In this chapter, a single-objective probabilistic fuzzy quadratic progrannning problem 
is presented where both fuzziness and randomness are involved within the quadratic 
programming framework. This present work can be extended in the multi-objective 
framework for other distributions with fuzzy parameters. 
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Chapter 5 
Stochastic Based Multi-objective 
Transportation Problems Involving 
Normal Randomness 
5.1 Introduction 
The transportation problem is an earliest application of linear progrannning problem. 
The basic transportation problem involves the following situation a.s follows: 
i) the transportation or physical distribution of products from supply points to 
demand points . 
ii) minimization of cost for transportation of products, 
iii) minimization of transportation time, 
iv) consideration of requirement of goods at each demand points, 
v) variety of shipping routs, 
vi) mode of transportation. 
This chapter is concerned with the use of fuzzy progrannning technique to the ob-
jective function, and the stochastic method have been applied for the randonmess of 
sources and destination parameters in inequality type of constraints of nmlti-objective 
stocluustic unbalanced transportation problem. In this chapter, we focus on the so-
lution procedure of the specified problems where the objective functions are mini-
mization type (i.e. non-commensurable and conflict-ing in nature) and the supplies 
and demands are replaced by the random variables. By using the chance constrained 
technique we first converted the multi-objective stochastic transportation problem 
into equivalent deterministic transportation problem. By introducing the concept 
of linear membership function of fuzzy programming, multi-objective deterministic 
transportation problem converted into single objective deterministic transportation 
problem and then solving it. we will obtain the optimal compromise solution. La.stly 
a numerical example is provided for illustrating the methodology. In this chapter, we 
have studied the multi-objective stochastic transportation problem with two proba-
bilistic constraints which are of inequality type, and the parameters of supply and 
demand are followed by normal random variables. 
5.2 Multi-objective Transportation Problem 
Consider m origin (or supply) Oi (i = 1 ,2.3, . . . ,ni) and n destination (or demand) 
Dj {j = 1,2,3,..., n). The sources may be production facilities and they are charac-
terized by available supplies ai, 0 2 , . . . . ««• The destination may be public destination 
center and they arc characterized by demand levels hi,h2, • • • ,hn- A penalty Ctj is the 
transportation cost or time cost, associated from origin i to the destination j and 
the variables represented the unknown quantity goods to be transported from 
origin 0, to destination Dj. 
The single objective transportation problem can be extended to nmlti-objective trans-
portation problem by considering the A;*' {k = 1.2,3,..., K) cost coefficient c^.j 
{k = 1.2,3, . . . , /^) in the objective functions. Then the mathematical model of 
nmlti-objective transportation problem can be represented as follows: 
Model 1: 
in n 
Mux: z, = J^J^c^^.x-,„VA^ = l , 2 , 3 , . . . , / ^ (5.2.1) 
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subject to. 
Tfl 
E 
Qi V ?' = 1, 2. 3, 77? '5.2.2) 
bj V j = l , 2 , 3 , . . . , r 7 
i = l 
Xi, = 0-,  .7 i,:^,c5 n (5.2.3) 
Xij > 0 V ?: = 1. 2 . . . . , m and j = 1.2. 3 n (5.2.4) 
The balanced transportation problem is define when the total availability at supply 
point is equal to the total requirement at demand point with an equilibrium condition 
m n 
(S^ Gi = y ^ bj) for the existence of a feasible solution. 
5.3 Mathematical Model 
Here, A mathematical model of multi-objective stochastic transportation problem 
with probabilistic constraints is presented: 
Model 2: 
m It 
Min: Zk = Y,Yl 4'^''^' V fc = 1,2, 3,. . . , A' (5.3.1) 
j=i j=i 
subject to, 
11 
y^^v 
j = i 
rn 
. 1 = 1 
< O-i 
-1 
>6, 
> 1 — Qj, V i = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 77? 
>l-lij V j = 1,2,3. ...,77 
Xij > 0 V 7 = 1, 2 , 3 , . . . , m and j = 1,2,3, 
(5.3.2) 
(5.3.3) 
(5.3.4) 
where 0 < a, < 1, ? = 1, 2 , 3 , . . . , rr?, and 0 < Pj < I, j = 1, 2, 3 , . . . . r?. The above 
problem is a multi-objective stochastic problem where a ,^ ? = 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,//? and 6 .^ 
j = 1, 2 , . . . , 7? are random variables with known distribution and cf^ , k = 1, 2 , . . . . A' 
is defined as deterministic cost coefficients for i — 1, 2 , . . . , TT? and j = 1 ,2 . . . . /? . 
Depending upon the situation, let us consider the following three cases: 
Case 1: Only a^  considered as random variables, ?' = 1, 2, 3 , . . 7/?. 
Case 2: Only bj considered as random variables, j ~ 1,2,3,... .n. 
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Case 3: Both a, and bj are considered as random variables. ?' = 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,r;7: j = 
1.2.3 . . . . , / ; . 
Now we have formulated the mathematical model of the above cases: 
Case 1. Only a^  is random variable: 
Model 3: 
m n 
Min: ^k = J2Yl4^'yy k = 1,2,3 K 
1=1 ,=i 
subject to, 
P J2^'^J ^ " ' 
L.y=i 
> 1 - a , . V?: = 1.2,3, . . . , m 
^x^j > bj Vj = 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,« 
i = l 
Xij > 0 V ? = 1,2,3 m and j = 1, 2, 3 n 
(5.3.5) 
(5.3.6) 
(5.3.7) 
(5.3.8) 
The above problem is nmlti-objective stochastic transportation problem where the 
availability a, is random variable. More precisely a, follows normal distribution with 
mean of a, i.e. Ill = E (oi) and variance of a, i.e. var (ui) arc known. Then our prob-
lem is to convert the above problem i.e. probabilistic nmlti-objective transportation 
problem into deterministic model. To do this, we have to change only the probabilistic 
constraint i.e. 
P y tA^ j •> ^"^ c i 2 > l - a , V?: = 1.2.3. . . . , m . 
into (5.3.2) deterministic constraint and the mean and variance for the random vari-
ables o.; are aj and var {ai) V i = 1, 2 , 3 , . . . , m. 
Let 1 — Qj = Pi, then equation (5.3.2) becomes: P 
This expression can be further stated as: 
> Pi 
P 
J2 ^'^ ^ ^•' 
j = i 
< 
Qi — Oj 
^/var{ai) ^/var{ai) >Pi 
(5.3.9) 
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y ^ a:,j < a, 
j = i 
s/var{a,) ~ y/var{a~) 
a, - Qi 
> >P, '5.3.10) 
where ?' "' is a standard normal variate with mean zero and unit variance. Let 
•y/vor(a,) 
(p{z) denotes the cunmlative density function of the standard normal variate evaluated 
at z , then fc^^ (i = 1, 2 , . . . , m) represents the value of the standard normal \-ariables. 
Then the equation (5.3.10) can be stated as 
l - c l > 
^ x'i^  < ai 
ai - ai ^ j=i 
^Jvarifli) ,/var{ai) > Pi 
(5.3.11) 
/ '^ij — ^i 
Oj - a, ^ j=i 
< 
y/var{a,) ^Jvar{a,) < l - P i 
(5.3.12) 
Then 4){—ka,^) = l — pi = Q.i• Using the cumulative density function of the standard 
normal variate, it can be simplified as: 
E 
i = i 
Xij Qi 
yjvar{ai) < (p{-K, (5.3.13) 
^ Xi.j - ai 
j = i 
yjvar{ai) < —fcn, V i = 1, 2 , . . . ,m. .3.14) 
Finally, the probabilistic constraint can be transformed into deterministic constraint 
as: 
n 
y ^ x , j -a~, + ka,-/var{o~) < 0 (5.3.15) 
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Using (5.3.15) the equivalent deterministic multi-objective linear transportation prob-
lem of Model 3 can be restated as. 
Mm: -k = J2Yl4-'-^' V fc = 1.2.3, 
'=1 j=i 
subject to. 
/^ Xjj - a, + ka, \/var{ai) < 0 
j = i 
Y,^u>bj Vj = l ,2 ,3 , . . 
.n 
i = l 
Y^ Xrj > 0 V V = 1, 2 . 3 . . . . , /;( and j = 1. 2. 3 . . . ., /( 
7=1 
Case 2. When h^ is random variable: 
Then the mathematical model can be represented as follows: 
Model 4: 
Min: Zk = Y^Y^ 4 * y ' ^ fc = 1, 2 , 3 , . . . , /v 
i=\ j = i 
subject to, 
2_, '-^ij < Oi V z = 1, 2, 3 , . . . , 
,7 = 1 
m 
P Y^Xrj >b.j 
..y=i 
>l~ dj y J = l,2....,n 
x „ > 0 V I = 1, 2, 3 , . . . , m and j = 1,2. 3 /(• 
To do this, we have change only the probabilistic constraint i.e. P 
(5.3.16) 
(5.3.17) 
(5.3.18) 
(5.3.19) 
(5.3.20) 
(5.3.21) 
(5.3.22) 
(5.3.23) 
Y^ X,, > bj 
ij=i 
> 
^ ~ l^j V j = 1, 2 , . . . , n into deterministic constraint and the mean and variance for 
the random variable bj are by and t;or(6^). V j = 1,2,.. . ,7i. Let I - fjy — QJ, then 
equation (5.3.22) becomes. 
Lj=i 
> g , V j = l , 2 , . . . , n . 
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This can be further simphfied as: 
u "^j 
1=1 
> > (Ij (5.3.24) 
where 
b, is a standard normal variate with zero mean and unit variance-
y/varib^ 
Let (j){z) denotes the C.D.F. of the standard normal variate evaluated as z. then 
kp.{j = 1,2.... ,n) represents the value of the standard normal variate. 
Then, (piz) 
V2^ J-00 
dt{3l) f5.3.2 
The cunmlative density function (C.D.F) of the standard normal random variable is 
defined as. Hence 
J2^i^-bj 
1 = 1 
Therefore, 
\/™^W 
Y^ X,, - bj 
i=i 
><p{h;> (5.3.26) 
> ik^,) (5.3.27) yjvar{bj) 
Finally, the probabihstic constraint can be transformed into deterministic constraint 
as: 
m 
J2^'o >bj + ikp,)yjvar{bj), V j = 1, 2 , . . . n. (5.3.28) 
i = l 
This is an equivalent deterministic constraint for equation (5.3.22). Finally, we ob-
tained the mathematical model of multi-objective stochastic transportation prol)lem 
for the above case 2, using (5.3.28) can be represented as: 
Min: 2k = YJ2 4^'J' ^ fc = 1,2.3,.. . , A" 
j= i .7=1 
subject to. 
^ x - . j < a „ , \/ i = 1,2,3, 
,m 
(5.3.29) 
(5.3.30) 
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m 
J2 ^rj - bj - {h^) Jvar{bj) > 0 V j = 1, 2 , 3 . . . . , n (5.3.31) 
i=\ 
x,j > 0 V ?; = 1, 2 , 3 , . . . , in and j = 1, 2, 3 , . . . , /;. (5.3.32) 
Case 3. When a, and bj are normal random variables: The mean and variance of a^  
and hj are known and defined earlier. In this case, the equivalent deterministic model 
for the chance constrained of the linear multi-objective stochastic Transportation 
problem of Model 2 can be represented as: 
Min: Zk = Y,Yl 4^^^ ' ^ A; = 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . , A^  (5.3.33) 
! = 1 J = l 
subject to. 
Y^ x^j - a" + [k^,^) y/var{a^) < 0. V i = 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,m (5.3.34) 
j = i 
rn 
J2 •'u -^j- ihj) \f^<^) > 0 Vj = 1, 2, 3 , . . . . 7( (5.3.35) 
i=l 
x,j>0 V ?: = 1, 2 , 3 , . . . , m. and j = 1, 2 , 3 , . . . , n (5.3.36) 
5.4 Solution Procedure 
To obtain an ideal solution to the linear multi-objective stochastic transportation 
problem, we should first consider in each objective function separately and other 
objective functions is to be ignored and solved with the constraints . 
We have already converted from nmlti-objective stochastic transportation problem 
into nmlti-objective deterministic transportation problem. To solve nmlti-objective 
deterministic transportation problem, we apply the fuzzy programming technique on 
consideration of nmlti-objective vector mininmm problem. At first , we find the lower 
bound Lr (best) and upper bound Ur (worst) for corresponding objective function Zr 
where r= l ,2 , . . . ,K. 
Let, 
Lr= aspiration level of achievement for objective r, 
[/,.= highest acceptable level of achievement for objective r, 
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dr—Ur — Lr= the degradation allowance for objective r, 
when the aspiration level and degradation allowance for each objective are specified. 
Algorithm: 
Step-1 : Solve multi-objective deterministic transportation problem as a single 
objective used each time and all other ignored. 
Step-2 : Determine the corresponding values for every objective at each solution 
derived. 
Step-3 : We construct a pay-oft' matrix, according to every objective w. r. to each 
solution The pay-off matrix in the main program gives the set of non dommated 
solution which shown in the following table. 
2^ 11 2i2 
~21 ~22 
2U: 
Z2k 
'5.4.1 
^kl Zk2 • • • Zkk 
where a;\a;^,...,x'^ is the ideal solution for the objective zi,Z2, • • • ,Zk respec-
tively. 
Let z-tj = z^{x'), i = 1,2, . . . , fc and j — 1,2,... ,k are the mininumi vahie (l>est) 
for each objective Zr, r = 1, 2 , . . . , /c. 
Step-4 : To find the best (L^) and worst (Ur) for each objectives correspondmg to 
the set of solution i.e., Lr = z^r and Ur = maa.v>i(~ir, -2r! • • •; -fcr)- For satisfy. 
~r < Lr, r = 1,2,... ,k and constraints (5.3.4), (5.3.15), (5.3.28). 
Step-5: To construct a membership function as, if 
1, ifZr < Lr 
Lr 
^^Zr{x^J) = S 1 - ^ _J^ ^ ^f^r <Zr < Ur 
0, tfZr > Ur 
(5.4.2) 
fJ-zri^ij) ~ 1- then Zr is perfectly achieved, (5.4.3) 
= 0: then Zr is nothing achieved, (5.4.4) 
/ / 0 < Hzr-i^ij) < i ' then Zr is partially achieved. (5.4.5) 
Ur - Zr 
Step-6: Let A,. = —^ -^ V /' = 1,2,. . . , A;. Using max-min / min-max operator, 
we have 
Max [M/n{Xi. A2. A3, . . . , A/,)]. 
then we have. 
Max : A (5.4.6) 
A] > A 
A2 > A 
A, > A 
where A = miiir [^izri^ij)]^ ^ = 1.2,. . . , rn and j = 1,2, n. Finally we ob-
tained the mathematical model for all cases through fuzzy programming tech-
nique as follows : 
Max : A (5.4.7) 
subject to. 
E E 4^'^ + A(f4 - L,) - C4 < 0 (5.4.8) 
1=1 j = i 
E x^J -al- (^a.) Vvaria,) < 0 (5.4.9) 
i = i 
E ^ , , - 6, - {k0^)^var{b,) > 0 (5.4.10) 
; = i 
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x,j > 0, V ?• = 1, 2 , . . . , m and j = 1, 2. 
A > 0 (5.4.12) 
5.5 Numerical Example 
A renounce company collect or procure the baby food products from the three pro-
duction sources and supply to four destination centre in wliich all availability and 
demand ( parameters ) are random in nature and they follow the normal distribu-
tion with known means and variances. The decision maker lays emphasis on criteria, 
such as minimization of transportation cost, transportation time or ( delivery time 
) and loss during transportation through a given route (?,j) where i = 1.2,3 and 
j = 1,2,3,4. Here zi, Z2, zs represents the total transportation cost with Rs. one lakh 
per unit, transportation time with month per unit, loss during transportation with 
by Rs. thousand respectively from each production sources to each destination center 
along with availability and demand are represented by the matrix in C^, C^ and C^ 
as mentioned below: 
C' = 
8 9 7 2 
5 6 4 7 
3 7 7 5 
C^ = 
2 9 8 1 
4 3 6 7 
5 2 8 2 
and C^ 
2 4 7 3 
6 4 8 4 
8 2 5 1 
The decision maker is also interested to transport baby food products by tons 
from the z*'* source to the f^ destination so a.s to satisfy all the requirements. 
Min: Zi = Sxn -h dxn + 7xi3 + 2xi4 -I- 5x21 + 6x22 + 4x23 + 7x24 + 3x3i + 7x32 -I- 7.T33 + 5x34 
Min: Z2 = 2xii -I- 9xi2 + 8x13 + Ixu + 4x2i -I- 3x22 + 6x23 + 7x24 + 5x3i + 2x32 + 8x33 + 2x34 
Min: 23 = 2xii + 4xi2 + 7xi3 + 3xi4 + 6x21 + 4x22 + 8x23 + 4x24 + 8x31 + 2x32 + 6x33 + 3x34 
subject to, 
P ^ xij < ai > 1 - a . 
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p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
' 4 
' 4 
. J = l 
" 4 
J2xn<bi 
.j==i 
4 
X ] a,-i2 < 2^ 
. J = l 
' 4 
X ] '^3 < 3^ 
- J = l 
" 4 
^ a:,:4 < 64 
.i=i 
> 1-
> 1-
> 1 -
> 1-
> 1-
> 1 -
- « 2 , 
- a s , 
Pu 
-02. 
- / ^ 3 , 
- / ^ 4 , 
3-^ > 0 , V^ = 1,2,3;J = 1,2,3,4. 
mean of Cj = oT = 13 
mean of 02 = 02 = 15 
mean of as = 03 = 19 
mean of 61 = 61 = 7 
mean of 62 = &2 = 5 
mean of 63 = 63 = 6 
mean of 64 = 64 = 4 
variance of a^ = far(ai) = 3 predetermined confidence level, ai = 0.01 
variance of a-^ = var{a2) = 2 predetermined confidence level, 02 = 0.02 
variance of 03 = var{a'i) = 7 predetermined confidence level, «3 = 0.03 
variance of fej = var{bi) = 5 predetermined confidence level, j3\ = 0.04 
variance of 62 = var{b2) = 3 predetermined confidence level, /?2 = 0.05 
variance of 63 = var{b:i) — 2 predetermined confidence level, /?3 = 0.06 
variance of 64 = var{b4) = 1 predetermined confidence level, P4 — 0.07 
Now, we can convert it into the deterministic nmlti-objective unbalanced transporta-
tion problem as follows. 
Min 
Min 
Min 
Zj = gx'u + 9x-i2 + 7a:]3 + 2x-i4 + 5x'2l + 6X22 + 4X23 + 7x-24 + 3X31 + 7X32 + 7X33 + 5X34 
Z2 = 2Xii + 9Xi2 + 8X13 + lXi4 + 4X21 + 3X22 + 6X23 + 7X24 + 5X3i + 2X32 + 8X33 + 2X34 
Z3 = 2Xii + 4Xi2 + 7Xi3 + 3Xi4 + 6X21 + 4X22 + 8X23 + 4X24 + 8X31 + 2X32 + 5X33 + 3X34 
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subject to, 
.7 = 1 
4 
Y^ X2j < 12,03, 
•j=\ 
4 
j = i 
4 
J]]x-,:i < 11.02, 
j= i 
4 
X^x'i2<7.94, 
j= i 
4 
X]x,3<8.26, 
i = i 
4 
2ja-'i4 < 5.5, 
Xjj > 0, V ?' = 1.2.3; j = = 1,2,3,4. 
(5.5.1) 
(5.5.2) 
(5.5.3) 
(5.5.4) 
(5.5.5) 
(5.5.6) 
(5.5.7) 
(5.5.8) 
Using LINGO software, we have obtained the lower bounds of the above deterministic 
problem as (Li, L2, L3) = (128.91,102.84,119.94), and for the same problem the upper 
bounds as, 
I = {Ui,U2,U3) = (232.52,148.86,192.56). Using case 3, wc can formulated the 
following models 
Max : A 
subject to. 
zi + 103.61A < 232.52, 
22 + 46.02A< 148.86, 
3z + 80.62A< 192.56, 
^Xij <8.84, 
i=i 
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7=1 
4 
j = l 
3 
1 = 1 
3 
1 = 1 
3 
i = l 
3 
< 12.03, 
< 15.2, 
< 11.02. 
< 7.94. 
< 8.26, 
<5 .5 . 
1 = 1 
.T,j > 0 , V? = 1,2,3; J = 1,2,3,4, 
A > 0 
The al)ove problem is solved by the LINGO package for obtaining the optimal compro-
mise solution of the deterministic problem. We get A = 0.5923031 and optimal com-
promise solution as xn = 3.340000, xu = 5.500000, x-2i = 6.616295, 2.-23 = 5.413705, 
a-gi = 1.063705, 2:32 = 7.940000, a-aa = 2.846295, and rest all are zero. The opti-
mal value of each objective functions i.e., 2i,22.~3 are 171.1515, 115.0963, 144.8085 
respectively. Also wo obtained the non dominated solution for each objective func-
tions Zi.Z2,Z3 i.e. (128.91, 197.74, 232.52), (129.81. 102.84, 148.80), (192.50, 144.70, 
111.94) respectively. 
5.6 Conclusion 
The main objective of this chapter is to present a solution procedure for multi-
objective stochastic un]:)alanced transportation problem with normal random vari-
ables. The transportation problem is an efficient tool to cope with many real life 
problems of practical importance. Multi-objective transportation problems involve 
the design, modeling, and planning of many complex resource allocation systems, 
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transportation in which demand and supply are random in nature. After convert-
ing probabihstic constraints into an equivalent deterministic constraints using chance 
constraint programming, the fuzzy programming is applied to obtain a compromise 
solution from the set of non-dominated solution. In this chapter two types of prob-
abilistic constraints of practical importance instead of two constraints having one 
deterministic, another probabilistic. So our technique is highly fruitful in the sens(> of 
real life problems of practical importance. A practical numerical example is provided 
to demonstrate tfie feasibility of all decision variables of the proposed met hod . 
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